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Abstract
The optical system is an essential part of every remote sensing instrument used for de-

tecting electromagnetic waves. Careful design, fabrication and characterization is therefore

crucial, especially for satellite-borne missions where the possibility of post-launch repairs

is highly limited. This thesis presents contributions to a new type of reflector optics and

horn antennas for three instruments for Earth observation, which operate at wavelengths

between the UV and millimeter-wave regions: Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomogra-

phy Spectroscopy (MATS), International Submillimetre Airborne Radiometer (ISMAR) and

Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And climate Monitor Radiometer (STEAMR).

A free-form three-mirror off-axis telescope was developed for the limb instrument on

board the MATS satellite. The f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design achieved diffraction-limited perfor-

mance (at 270-772 nm) over a wide field (5.67◦ × 0.91◦) by applying a new design method

that corrects for linear astigmatism. Single point diamond turning was used to fabricate the

free-form mirrors, which resulted in a telescope with a modulation transfer function of 0.45 at

20 lp/mm. Simulations and measurements were used to assess stray light rejection of the limb

instrument. Measurements of a breadboard front baffle with a new type of extremely black

coating showed a point source transmittance down to 10−6, which was in excellent agreement

with simulations. Detailed modeling predicted a stray light rejection of 10−10-10−4 in the

most critical region below the nominal field of view.

Two 874 GHz Schottky mixer receivers with integrated low noise amplifiers, spline horns

and low-loss dielectric lenses were developed for ISMAR, which exhibited record-low re-

ceiver noise temperatures of 2260-2770 K. Radiation patterns were measured between 868.7-

880.0 GHz in a setup capable of resolving side lobes down to 25-30 dB below the main peak.

The main beam full-width-half-maximum was in good agreement with simulations and well

below the required 5◦. Spline horn antennas at frequencies 120-340 GHz were also devel-

oped. An efficient optimization algorithm based on mode matching in circular waveguides

was used for all designs, which exhibited Gaussicity values of 98% over bandwidths up to

19%. Far field radiation patterns were measured using a setup for spherical and planar scan-

ning geometries.

A mechanical tolerance analysis was performed for the optical system of STEAMR,

which consists of two polarization-separated focal plane arrays, a four-reflector anastigmatic

relay optics chain and an off-axis Ritchey-Chretien telescope. Using Monte-Carlo simula-

tions based on ray-tracing and physical optics, an overall reflector alignment accuracy re-

quirement of 100 μm was obtained. Surface distortion analyses of the 1.6 m × 0.8 m primary

reflector highlighted the need for an optical system with small mechanical variations in orbit

(< 30 μm). A relay optics demonstrator showed that alignment accuracies down to 50 μm
could be obtained.

In conclusion, the methods for design, manufacturing and characterization presented in

this thesis can be used to develop new instruments for Earth observation and related fields.

Keywords: reflector optics, off-axis, spline horns, telescopes, scientific instruments,

measurements, free-form mirrors, satellites, THz, stray light, tolerancing, diamond turning.
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Notations and acronyms

λ wavelength

ν frequency

σ RMS surface roughness

φ0 Gouy phase shift

ω angular frequency

Ω solid angle

c speed of light

f focal length

fe f f effective focal length

h Planck’s constant

k wavenumber

kB the Boltzmann constant

m magnification

n refractive index

w beam width

w0 beam waist

zc confocal distance

f /D f-number

D aperture diameter

E electric field

G gain

H magnetic field

I intensity

P power

T temperature

AUT Antenna Under Test

BRDF Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

CATR Compact Antenna Test Range

CCD Charge Coupled Device

CMM Coordinate Measuring Machine

DSB Double sideband

FDTD Finite-difference time-domain

FEM Finite Element Method
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FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FoV Field of View

FWHM Full Width Half Maximum

ICI Ice Cloud Imager

IR Infrared

ISMAR International Submillimetre Airborne Radiometer

LEO Low Earth Orbit

LO Local Oscillator

MATS Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography and Spectroscopy

MLT Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere

MoM Method of Moments

MTF Modulation Transfer Function

NIR Near infrared

PO Physical Optics

PV Peak to Valley

PSF Point Spread Function

PTD Physical Theory of Diffraction

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

SPDT Single Point Diamond Turning

SSB Single sideband

STEAMR Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And climate Monitor Radiometer

TMA Three-Mirror Anastigmat

UTLS Upper Troposphere Lower Stratosphere

UV Ultraviolet

VIS Visible light
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the formation of Earth some 4.5 billion years ago, the atmosphere has been in con-

stant change and has thereby had an essential impact for life on Earth [1]. Its composition

and dynamics affect weather, climate, air quality, natural disasters, freshwater supply, energy

harvest, etc. To expand the understanding of the atmosphere’s current and future behavior is

therefore an all-important task, especially when recognizing the human impact on the envi-

ronment [2]. It is crucial that researchers get access to reliable and long-term measurement

data sets, which serve as input to models for describing the atmosphere.

Earth observation is a collective term for scientific disciplines, which rely on remote-

sensing for collecting data to construct advanced models to more accurately describe natural

processes on Earth and in its atmosphere [3]. Remote sensing instruments used for this pur-

pose constitute a large class of detectors, which measure electromagnetic radiation over a vast

range of wavelengths and can be stationed on the ground, in an airborne vehicle or in space

(see Figure 1.1). Depending on the application, these can be very different in appearance,

size, mass, power usage, detector technology, etc [4].

Many remote sensing instruments are used for imaging, but the techniques used to obtain

the pictures can vary significantly. In the ultraviolet (100-390 nm), visible (390-700 nm) and

infrared (700-15000 nm) parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, instruments commonly use

focusing optics to form an image, which is captured by a multi-pixel image sensor. Each

pixel detects the amplitude, but cannot be used to directly measure the phase of the incoming

signals. Such instruments have found many applications in Earth observation, such as moni-

toring of land mass [6] and vegetation [7], measure aerosols, clouds and atmospheric temper-

ature [8] as well as mapping of natural resources, agriculture and forests [9, 10]. These instru-

ments are usually passive, meaning that electromagnetic radiation from natural sources (e.g.

scattered light from the sun or spectral lines from molecular emissions) is measured directly.

Active instruments on the other hand transmit a signal, which is scattered in the atmosphere

before being detected. Such instruments often have just one or possibly a few pixels. Images

are formed by combining several data sets, which can be obtained by changing the direction

of the instrument for each exposure [11]. This implies limitations in temporal resolution.

For Earth observation applications, one particular region of interest in the electromag-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Satellites operating in limb (left) and nadir (right) configurations. Edited picture from [5].

netic spectrum is the THz waves, often defined to cover 300-3000 GHz (1-0.1 mm) [12].

Numerous molecular absorption and emission lines limit transmission in the atmosphere at

these wavelengths (see Figure 1.2), but at the same time enable spectroscopic measurements

to identify and quantify its chemical constituents (e.g. O2, O3, H2O, HNO3, HCN). Passive

radiometers use reflectors to focus the radiation towards its detectors and have been used for

several satellite-borne missions throughout the years [13–16]. Heterodyne detectors are often

used to measure the phase of a signal through real-time sampling, which gives a high spectral

resolution.

An alternative way of constructing images in the THz regions is through aperture synthe-

sis. Instead of a single large focusing reflector, this technique relies on a number of smaller

receivers. The recorded phase differences of (plane) waves reaching the receivers of the

instrument at different angles of incidence are used in a post-processing algorithm to ob-

tain images. Such systems are currently used for ground-based astronomy [18], but are also

planned for future Earth observation missions [19, 20].

Thesis outline

The thesis summarizes the author’s contributions to three new instruments for Earth observa-

tion: Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography Spectroscopy (MATS), International Sub-

millimetre Airborne Radiometer (ISMAR) and Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And cli-

mate Monitor Radiometer (STEAMR) – see chapter 3. The main focus is on the optical

sub-systems of all three instruments, although aspects of the overall system performance are

also discussed in connection to the optics. Design and analysis of new kinds of reflective

optical systems covering wavelengths from 270 nm-1 mm are presented. The design and op-

timization of spline horn antennas at 120-874 GHz are also discussed. Special attention is
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Figure 1.2: Atmospheric opacity versus wavelength. Picture from [17].

given to methods for fabrication and characterization for all these technologies.

In paper A, a reflective telescope for the main instrument on board the MATS satellite

is presented. A new design methodology based on the correction of linear astigmatism was

applied and tested for the first time. The three-mirror f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) telescope used a

network of beamsplitters and filters to accommodate six detection imaging channels between

270-772 nm. The telescope had an MTF of 0.45 at 20 lp/mm over a field of view (FoV)

of 5.67◦ × 0.91◦. This was achieved by using free form aluminum mirrors, which were

fabricated using single point diamond turning (SPDT). These had surface figure errors of

34-62 nm (RMS)/193-497 nm (PV). The corresponding roughness values were 2.8-3.5 nm

(RMS).

In paper B, stray light rejection and instrument performance of the MATS instrument

was analyzed using detailed non-sequential ray-tracing analysis. This was coupled to experi-

mental testing of a baffle prototype coated with a new type of extremely black coating based

on vertically aligned carbon nanotubes. The tests showed that a point source transmittance

(PST) down to 10−6 could be measured with a new stray light facility built for this purpose.

Two complete heterodyne receivers at 874 GHz with record-low noise performance for

the ISMAR instrument are presented in paper C. These had a mean double sideband (DSB)

noise temperature of 3300 K (minimum 2770 K, maximum 3400 K) at an operation temper-

ature of 40◦. This was achieved by carefully considering every part of the receiver, which

used state-of-the-art front-end electronics (Schottky mixer diodes and low noise amplifiers

(LNA)) while minimizing input losses by integrating a spline horn antenna and low-loss di-

electric lens in the same receiver split block. Removing the lens resulted in a DSB noise

temperature of 2260 K. Far field radiation patterns from the horn and lens were measured at

869-880 GHz and achieved a main lobe with a full-width half maximum (FWHM) below 5◦,
which was in good agreement with simulations. The horn and lens were also analyzed using

time-domain reflectivity measurements, which showed that the largest reflections come from
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the rectangular waveguide interface between the horn and the frequency extender used for the

measurements.

Details on the design of the integrated horns and lenses for the ISMAR receivers are

presented in paper D. A mode matching code was controlled by an external optimization

algorithm to obtain the profile of the spline horn, which resulted in a Gaussicity of 98-99%

at 860-890 GHz. Fundamental Gaussian beam mode analysis was used to design a dielectric

lens, which was used to make the beam FWHM smaller than 5◦. The full horn-lens design

was verified using a full-wave solver.

Paper E summarizes fabricated spline horns, which were designed based on the methods

outlined in paper D. Two different methods for making the horns based on numerical milling

and lathing combined with broaching are presented, as are results from far field radiation

patterns measurements between 175-868 GHz. In addition, a horn design at 120 GHz showed

that broadband operation of 19% (defined as Gaussicity > 98%) can be achieved with this

design method.

An extensive tolerance analysis for the optical system of STEAMR is presented in paper

F. Both geometrical- and physical optics methods were used to investigate the manufacturing

tolerances of the highly complex optical system, which consisted of six off-axis reflectors

and a dual-reflector focal plane array with faceted surfaces for 14 receivers. Relative pointing

between the 14 beams and various beam quality (side lobes, beam efficiency etc.) were inves-

tigated. The results showed that an overall mounting accuracy of 100 μm was needed to fulfill

the scientific requirements. Distortions up to 100 μm of the primary 1.6 m × 0.8 m primary

reflector could be accepted. A carbon-fiber mounting structure with two off-axis reflectors

and a focal plane unit was built to test alignment and manufacturing methods. Mechanical

measurements showed that the reflectors could be mounted to an accuracy better than 50 μm.

Chapter 2 gives a general background of remote sensing systems, its constituents and

important figures of merit. Summaries of the MATS, ISMAR and STEAMR instruments are

given in chapter 3. Tools for optical design and analysis are provided in Chapter 4, whereas

chapter 5 describes methods for characterization. Finally, a closing section with conclusions

is given in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives a short overview of the big field of passive optical remote sensing sys-

tems, how these detect electromagnetic radiation, its constituents and how uncertainties and

limitations influence the performance. Focus is on optical sub-systems and, to some extent,

front-end detectors and noise performance.

In scientific and technical literature, the word optics is for the most part used when de-

scribing a device (an optic) that interacts with electromagnetic waves to form the image of an

object located at some distance from the optic itself. It is customary to talk about optics for

devices that operate at wavelengths in either the UV, VIS or IR. Instead of electromagnetic
radiation/waves, the word light is normally used in this context. For mm/sub-mm waves,

other terms such as aperture antennas, reflector antennas and quasi-optics are frequently

used. Although the interaction with its surroundings can be very different, there is no fun-

damental difference between electromagnetic waves at different wavelengths. In this thesis,

the word optics is used extensively and regardless of the wavelength of the light. An optical

system/optic is hereby defined as a device that intercepts and transforms/focuses the wave-
front of an unguided electromagnetic wave to facilitate detection by a sensor. It is the aim

here to introduce a few important concepts of optical systems and discuss terminology of the

different wavelength regions in parallel.

2.1 Transmission through the atmosphere
Following radiation from the source to the instrument and through its sub-systems gives an

overview of the steps towards obtaining measurement data. Figure 2.1 shows these steps,

which are all associated with uncertainties that will influence the results. In this context,

measurement uncertainty can be thought of as any type of systematic or random error that

causes unwanted/uncontrolled changes to the magnitude of the data. For an instrument to

make a detection, the signal-to-noise ratio needs to be large enough to produce a result with

sufficient statistical significance. Hence, reducing measurement uncertainties by minimiz-

ing systematic errors and intrinsic noise can be seen as the ultimate goal when developing

scientific instruments.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

source

 medium  optics

front-end 
detector

 calibration 
system

amplifier filter
back-end/signal 
processing

Figure 2.1: Example configuration of a passive optical remote sensing instrument.

However, measurement uncertainties do not only come from flaws in the instruments, but

can be a fundamental property of the measured entity itself (electromagnetic radiation in this

case). Photons from any source arrive at the input of the instrument randomly, a process that

follows a Poisson distribution. The probability p that the number of measured photons N
equals k over a time period t is given by [21]:

p(N = k) =
e−nt (nt)k

k!
, (2.1)

where n is the expected number of photons per unit of time (proportional to power). For

reasonably large values of k, the Poisson distribution can be well approximated by a normal

distribution with a mean μ = nt and standard deviation s =
√

nt. This random arrival of

photons gives rise to noise with a signal-to-noise ratio that increases as the square-root of nt:

S NR =
√

nt. (2.2)

The flow of photons/energy from the source is often expressed as radiance, which has

units of power per unit of solid angle per area (W · sr−1 ·m−2 in SI units). Denoting the

radiance from a source Lν (or Lλ1), the flux through a surface area da from a source in the

direction θ (angle between the surface normal and the direction of the flux) is given by [21]

dP = Lν cos θ da dν dΩ

= Lλ cos θ da dλ dΩ,
(2.3)

where dν the frequency bandwidth and dΩ the solid angle subtended by the source.

For Earth observation, the atmosphere can be both the transmission medium and the ob-

servation target. As such, it causes wavelength-dependent attenuation and wavefront distor-

tions of all signals (c.f. 1.2). Radiative transfer along a path s in the atmosphere is described

by [22]:
dLν
ds
= −Lνα + Jν, (2.4)

where α and Jν denote attenuation (extinction) and sources along the path, respectively. This

equation can be modified to include scattering, which is often more prominent at shorter

1Lνdν = Lλdλ→ Lλ = c/λ2Lν
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wavelengths. Perhaps the most obvious interaction between the atmosphere and electromag-

netic waves from the sun is Rayleigh scattering, which causes light from a clear sky during

daytime to appear blue due to a 1/λ4-dependence of the scattering probability. Rayleigh

scattering occurs when light scatters off particles that are much smaller than the wavelength

of the light, whereas wavelength-independent (approximately) Mie scattering occurs when

light interacts with particles that are of approximately the same size or larger than the wave-

length. Molecular vibrational- and rotational modes can cause strong signal attenuation at

well-defined wavelengths, but also emit radiation. Measuring emission- and absorption spec-

tra in different regions of the atmosphere can provide information about chemical composi-

tion, wind patterns, temperature, pressure, etc., c.f. Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2: Absorption in the atmosphere versus frequency at different humidity levels. Image from

[23].

2.2 Optical system

The basic function of any optical system is to intercept incoming electromagnetic waves from

within a certain region (the field of view, FoV) and manipulate the wavefronts to achieve

an image of the object at the focal plane. The optical systems considered here have large

distances to the observation object so that the incoming wavefronts can be considered plane.

In fact, from a design point-of-view, the distance is considered infinite so that each field point
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in the object plane is specified using two angular coordinates.

The system’s ability to resolve fine details is fundamentally limited by the size D of the

optic, its focal length f and the operating wavelength λ. For a geometrically perfect optic that

focuses rays from one point in the object plane to a single point in the focal plane, diffraction

causes energy to distribute in the focal plane according to the Airy function – see Figure 2.3.

The circle that defines first minimum of the Airy function is called the Airy disk and can be

used as a figure to compare the resolution of different optical systems. Its diameter is given

by:

DAiry = 2.44 λ f /D. (2.5)

Figure 2.3: PSF from an ideal optic (Airy function).

The precise meaning of f and D come from geometrical optics, where light is described in

terms of rays rather than waves and, consequently, diffraction effects are neglected. The focal

length f is defined in terms of the system’s cardinal points2 [24] with an object at infinite

distance. Two rays, the marginal ray and the chief ray, are shown in Figure 2.4 and are used

to define the entrance pupil. The marginal ray starts from the object at zero field height and

travels through the optical system where it passes the edge of the aperture stop. The location

of the aperture stop is given by where the chief ray passes the optical axis. This ray starts

at the top of the object. The entrance pupil is then defined as the image of the aperture stop

when viewed from the object side. Similarly, the exit pupil is defined as the image of the

aperture stop when viewed from the image side.

The coupling of energy from different field points to the image plane is an R2 → R2

mapping, which can be described with a set of distribution functions:

Gi, j = G(xi, y j, θ, ϕ), (2.6)

where (xi, y j) are image plane coordinates (with indices for each detector/pixel), whereas

(θ, ϕ) are object plane coordinates. Reciprocity is assumed, meaning that optical systems can

be analyzed as either receiving or radiating energy.

In the UV/VIS/IR regions, Gi, j can be interpreted as point spread functions (PSF) [24],

which describe the intensity distribution in the image plane for a given angle of incidence of

2Cardinal points are strictly only defined for axially symmetric systems.
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Figure 2.4: The marginal- and chief rays for an axial three-lens system with an object at infinite distance.

the light. With optical components typically being relatively large in terms of the operating

wavelengths, the resolution of such systems is often limited by aberrations[24], which can be

thought of as the inability to geometrically map each point in the object plane to precisely

one point in the image plane. Such limitations can come from the optical design itself or from

imperfect and/or misaligned optical components. Besides causing blurring of the image (in

some cases wavelength-dependent), aberrations can also make the mapping from object to

image plane non-rectilinear and thereby warping/distorting the image.

At mm/sub-mm wavelengths, the Gi, j functions are normally referred to as the (antenna)

directivity, which describes how much power is raditated/received by the antenna from each

direction. With typical apertures not larger than a couple of thousands of wavelengths and

small focal planes (often just one single detector), these systems tend to be dominated by

diffraction. The directivity is a dimensionless quantity which is written as [25]

D(θ, φ) =
U(θ, φ)

U0

, (2.7)

where U is the radiation intensity and U0 the radiation intensity of an ideal isotropic source.

Losses in the antenna naturally decrease the amount of power coupled to the focal plane.

Collecting all such losses into an efficiency term called radiation efficiency, ηrad, the antenna

gain G can be written as

G(θ, φ) = ηradD(θ, φ). (2.8)

The space around a radiating (reflector) antenna where diffraction effects dominate are often

divided into three regions:

Reactive near-field: 0.62
√

D3/λ < r

Radiative near-field (Frensel diffraction): 0.62
√

D3/λ < r < 2D2/λ (2.9)

Far field (Fraunhofer diffraction): 2D2/λ > r
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The gain/radiation pattern is normally given in the far field, where it can be expected to have

little or no variation with distance.

Losses naturally exist in any optical component. Absorption occurs in both reflective

and refractive components, where the latter often exhibit a relatively strong wavelength-

dependency (dispersion). Many metals (aluminium, gold, copper etc.) have reflectivities

close to 1 at sub-mm wavelengths [26]. However, at wavelengths below ∼500 nm, the reflec-

tivity numbers tend to decrease. Whereas large-scale errors primarily distorts the wavefront,

features that are in the same order of magnitude as the wavelengths (roughness) tend to scatter

light instead. Numerous theoretical and semi-empirical scattering models exist [27], all with

different advantages and shortcomings. The distribution of scattered light depends on the sur-

face statistics of the roughness profile. For a random roughness profile, the total integrated

scatter (TIS) is given by [28]:

T IS =
(

2πΔnσ
λ

)2

, (2.10)

where Δn is the difference in refractive index across the surface and σ is the RMS surface

roughness. For a mirror in air or vacuum, Δn becomes 2, whereas the corresponding number

for a typical optical glass becomes approximately 0.5. Hence, for a given surface rough-

ness, mirrors are more prone to scattering than lenses. Scattering is often described in terms

of a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which is defined as the ratio of

reflected radiance from an opaque surface to the incident intensity on the same surface:

BRDF(θi, ϕi, θr, ϕr) =
dLr(θr, ϕr)

dIi(θi, ϕi)
, (2.11)

where angles with indices i and r denote the angle between the incident direction and the

surface normal, and angle between the scattered direction and the normal, respectively. For a

Lambertian source, the BRDF function is constant and equal to the reflectivity of the surface

divided by π.
For any optic, vignetting will cause an intensity roll-off in the image plane that increases

with distance from the center due to a partial or complete blocking of the light passing through

the system. Under-sized components or structures blocking the light path can cause vi-

gnetting, but so-called natural vignetting always occurs in every optical system [29]. This

is also referred to as the cos4 law since the intensity in the image plane decreases as cosine to

the fourth of the field angle.

In addition to field-dependent roll-off, blocking of the optical path will also cause diffrac-

tion effects, which can be avoided by the use of off-axis optical designs. Figure 2.5 shows two

dual-reflector telescopes in on- and off-axis configurations. Employing an off-axis configu-

ration practically eliminates diffracted light from the secondary/sub reflector. On the other

hand, such designs are generally more difficult to build and can lead to increased aberrations

as well as cross polarization.

Sources located outside the FoV (stray light) can couple to the image plane through un-

wanted reflections/scattering occurring inside or in the vicinity of the instrument. For a given

point source outside the FoV, part of the incoming radiation will be distributed across the

entire image plane. Stray light rejection is often characterized in terms of point-source trans-

mittance (PST), which is defined as the ratio of the irradiance Ein at the input of the instrument
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Figure 2.5: On- and off axis Gregorian telescope designs.

to the irradiance Eimage in the image plane for a given angle of incidence:

PS T (θ, ϕ) =
Eimage

Ein
. (2.12)

Analyzing the stray light rejection of the instrument is highly important, especially for Earth

observation where disturbing sources such as albedo, scattered light from the sun or light

from cities are often close to the observation targets. Using baffle structures, eliminating

critical light paths, employing low-reflectance coating etc. are all parts of common measures

that are taken to minimize stray light problems [30].

2.3 Horn antennas
Coupling radiation to a sensor in the focal plane is especially challenging for sub-mm sys-

tems where the wavelengths involved are much longer than the components used for the actual

detection. To tackle this problem, different kinds of antennas can be used to intercept the sig-

nals and guide them to the detector. For instance, this can be achieved using a combination of

lenses and planar antennas [31], or horn antennas [25]. Like reflector antennas, horn antennas

are usually defined as aperture antennas and act as intermediaries between the optical system

(where waves propagate in free space) and the front-end detectors (guided waves). As with

any other antenna, horn antennas (feed horns or simply horns) are characterized in terms of

radiation pattern/gain that becomes an integral part of the overall performance. Physically, a

horn antenna is a hollow metal structure that is tapered down from the aperture to the waveg-

uide connection of the receiver. Some examples of designs that have been used over the years

are pyramidal, E-plane, H-plane, conical and exponential horns [32]. Three rotationally sym-

metric horns (Potter-, corrugated- and spline horns) are described in terms of basic geometry

and performance below.

Potter horn

A Potter horn antenna [33] (or a dual mode horn) is circularly symmetric and consists of

piecewise linearly tapered sections, cf. figure 2.6. In designing this type of horn, both dom-

inant modes of a circularly symmetric waveguide, i.e. the TE11 and TM11, are excited and
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appropriately balanced in phase and amplitude to achieve a highly symmetrical main beam

with side lobes at levels 30 dB below the maximum. It has a coupling to the fundamental

Gaussian beam mode (Gaussicity, see Section 4.2) and cross polar levels are approximately

96.3% and 1.4% [34]. Moreover, a Potter horn has a 10% bandwidth in terms of -20 dB cross

polarization level.

Figure 2.6: Potter horn. Image from [35].

Having a profile radius that is monotonically increasing, the Potter horn is relatively easy

to fabricate with good precision and is hence a good option as a feed for many systems,

especially at high frequencies [36].

Corrugated horn

By adding grooves to a smooth conical horn, a corrugated horn (scalar horn) antenna is ob-

tained. The depths of the corrugations are increased from λ/2 at the back of the horn, referred

to commonly as the throat section, and then readily tapered to λ/4 which is then maintained

as far as the aperture, cf. figure 2.7. Having a groove depth of λ/4 will cause the φ compo-

nents (in cylindrical coordinates) of the E and H fields to have infinite reactances and hence,

Eφ = Hφ = 0. This gives the so-called balanced hybrid mode condition which results in a

highly uniform field distribution across the aperture, which in turn gives low side lobes, axial

symmetry of the beam and high Gaussicity (98.1%). For these reasons, the corrugated horn

has been used extensively over the years for radio telescopes.

It is possible to predict the size and position of the Gaussian beam waist using the follow-

ing design equations [38]:

wo =
0.644a

1 + [π(0.644a)2/(λRh)]2
(2.13)

z =
Rh

1 + [λRh/(π(0.644a)2)]2
(2.14)

Here a is the aperture radius of the feed and Rh =
ls+l f

cosα
is the slant length from the aperture to

the center of curvature, cf. figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Profile of a corrugated horn. Image from [37].

Spline horn

Even though corrugated horns have excellent performance in terms of many important figures

of merit, the manufacturing process becomes a serious issue at THz frequencies due to the

fine details in the interior of the horns. For instance, at 300 GHz, the desired depth of the

corrugations (λ/4) is 250 μm . It has been shown that a smooth horn having an optimized,

non-linear profile can give similar or better performance compared to the corrugated feed

horn [39]. This is achieved at the cost of having a feed that is approximately 50% longer than

the corrugated one, cf. figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Corrugated horn (a) and spline horn (b) at 80-120 GHz with similar performance. Image

from [39].
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2.4 Detectors and noise

Countless types of detectors have been invented throughout the years. A few common types

used for applications in Earth observation are summarized in Table 2.1. The principles of

detection and the types of technologies used differ considerably, especially when comparing

detectors in different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Detectors for sub-mm/THz

waves generally utilize the wave-nature of electromagnetic radiation, meaning that the oscil-

lations of the waves can be sampled at rates that allow time-resolved signals. The photon

energies at 100-1000 μm (3000-300 GHz) vary between 1.24-12.4 meV, which is far below

the band gaps of common semiconductors/semiconductor compounds (Si, GaAs, InP, etc.)

that are in the order of one to a few eV. However, at shorter wavelengths in or around the vis-

ible range, the opposite is true. Photon energies are high enough to directly excite electrons

to the conduction band, which is utilized to detect electromagnetic radiation incident on the

semiconductor. This type of detector exploits the quantum nature of light and can be thought

of as a photon counter.

Name Technology Wavelengths [μm ]

CCD [40] photoconductor 0.25-1.1

CMOS [41] photoconductor 0.25-1.1

HEB [12] bolometer > 60

Schottky mixer [12] varistor diode > 60

SIS [12] Josephson junction > 240

HEMT (LNA) [42] transistor > 300

Table 2.1: Examples of detectors used in the UV, VIS, NIR and sub-mm wavelength regions.

Any type of detector will generate noise intrinsically, which unavoidably decreases the

signal-to-noise ratio of a given measurement. Electrons inside all electronic components are

affected by the random thermal jitter of atoms. This causes thermal noise (Johnson noise

[43]), which scales linearly with temperature:

PJohnson = 4kBTΔν, (2.15)

whereΔν is the bandwidth at which the noise is measured. Hence, detectors at all wavelengths

are often cooled (actively or passively) to decrease thermal noise.

Heterodyne detection

Detector systems capable of measuring both the amplitude and phase of the incoming signals

are commonly referred to as heterodyne detectors, whereas those that only measure amplitude

are known as direct detectors. Heterodyne detectors can be configured in many different

ways, but all contain a non-linear electronic component that acts as a frequency mixer. Figure

2.9 shows the basic principle for this type of detector, where the RF signal from the source

and a local oscillator (LO) signal are input to the mixer that outputs a series of harmonics.
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The desired output signal has a frequency given by

νIF = |νRF − νLO| (2.16)

and is called the intermediate frequency (IF). Typically, the down-converted IF signal has a

frequency between 1-20 GHz where amplification and analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion in

the back-end detector can be made efficiently. Since νIF is given by the absolute difference

between the RF- and LO frequencies, signals with frequencies νRF − νLO (νRF > νLO) and

νLO − νRF (νLO > νRF) are overlayed. This defines the upper- and lower sidebands. Most

mixers cannot distinguish between the two sidebands and are known as double sideband

(DSB) mixers. Conversely, those that are able to detect one sideband at a time are called

single sideband (SSB) mixers.

Although heterodyne systems can be used to extract more information about the obser-

vation targets by providing spectrally resolved signals, the generation of the LO signal often

becomes a problem. Since few practical fundamental sources exist, many systems therefore

rely on solid-state frequency multipliers to generate the LO signal. However, the available

output power of such sources tend to have a minimum around 1 THz [44]. Different laser

technologies are more common for LO generation at higher frequencies. Much effort is be-

ing made to solve the problem of lack of sources around 1 THz, which is often called the

”THz gap”. Low power efficiency for cascaded solid-state multipliers together with diffi-

culties of distributing the LO power becomes a great challenge when building heterodyne

multi-detector systems. Hence, such systems have historically been limited to one or a few

receivers.

Figure 2.9: Basic principle for heterodyne detection, where the frequency of the IF signal (νIF) is given

by the difference in frequency between the RF (νRF)and LO (νLO) signals.

For Earth observation instruments, detectors based on Schottky mixer receivers and/or

HEMT technology are far more common than HEB and SIS, which require cryogenic cool-

ing to function. The Schottky diode itself is a two-terminal rectifying device that consists

of a metal-semiconductor junction, where an electric potential barrier is created due to the

difference in electron affinity between the two materials. A depletion region is formed in the

semiconductor close to the metal contact, which gives rise to non-linear current-voltage and

capacitance-voltage characteristics. When an LO signal is applied, the incoming RF signal

vRF(t) becomes modulated by the time-varying conductance gLO and an IF signal is produced:

iIF(t) = gLO(t) · vRF(t). (2.17)

Schottky diodes can either be made as discrete components or monolithically integrated on

circuits. These are housed inside metallic blocks, where waveguide structures with suspended
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microstrip probes are used to couple signals from the horn to the device. The IF signal

is normally filtered and amplified by at least one low noise amplifier (LNA) stage before

reaching the back-end electronics.

The intrinsic noise of systems operating at sub-mm wavelengths are often expressed in

terms of temperature. This concept is connected to the radiation from black body sources,

which are Lambertian (radiance is independent of solid angle) and have a temperature-

dependent radiance given by Planck’s law:

Lν(T, ν) =
2hν3

c2

1

e
hν

kBT − 1

Lλ(T, λ) =
2hc2

λ5

1

e
hc
λkBT − 1

,

(2.18)

where h is the Planck constant, c the speed of light, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the

physical temperature of the black body. In the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, it is assumed

that hν � kBT and a Taylor expansion can be used to re-write equations 2.18 as

Lν(T, ν) � 2ν2kBT
c2

Lλ(T, λ) � 2ckBT
λ4

(2.19)

Assuming atmospheric target temperatures in the range 100-350 K, it is clear from Figure

2.10, that the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is indeed valid at sub-mm wavelengths.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of spectral radiance as calculated using Planck’s law and the Rayleigh-Jeans

approximation at 100, 200 and 350 K.

For a linearly polarized receiver in the sub-mm wavelength region, the received spectral
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power is obtained by integrating the radiance over the aperture and solid angle:

Pν =
1

2

�

4π

Ae
2ν2kBTsrc

c2
dΩ

=
ν2kBTsrc

c2

�

4π

Ae dΩ,

(2.20)

where Ae is the effective area and Tsrc the temperature of the source. The factor 1
2

comes from

the assumption that the detector is linearly polarized. Integrating over the system bandwidth

and using the antenna theorem [45], which states that
�
4π

AedΩ = λ2 = c2/ν2 for a single-

mode antenna, equation 2.20 can be expressed as

P = kBΔνTsrc, (2.21)

where Δν is the bandwidth of the system. Hence, the detected power can conveniently be

expressed in terms of temperature. This is used to define the antenna temperature, which

describes the amount of noise an antenna produces in a given environment. The antenna

temperature is thus not determined by the physical temperature of the antenna, but by the

gain and the temperature ”seen” by the antenna:

TA =

�
4π

Tsrc(θ, ϕ) G(θ, ϕ) dΩ

�
4π

Tsrc(θ, ϕ) dΩ
, (2.22)

where G(θ, φ) is the gain of the antenna. For an isotropic source (i.e. Tsrc(θ, ϕ) = Tsrc), the

antenna temperature therefore equals the source temperature. Noise contributions from the

components within the system are often also defined using temperatures. Equation 2.21 can

then be used to to express the detected signal:

Pdet = kB Δν Tsys G = kB Δν (TA + Trec) Grec, (2.23)

where Tsys denotes the noise temperature of the system and Trec the intrinsic noise contribu-

tion from the receiver. The factor Grec denotes the gain of the receiver. A DSB mixer receiver

that overlays the two sidebands receives more power and is generally more sensitive, given

that a continuum is measured.

The receiver noise Trec is not a simple constant that can simply be measured and sub-

tracted, but instead depends on a multitude of factors (e.g. temperature and frequency) and is

statistical in its nature.

State-of-the-art receivers operating at room temperature at frequencies between 100-

1000 GHz achieve noise temperatures between a couple of hundreds to few thousands of

Kelvin (c.f. Figure 2.11). With typical source temperatures at some hundreds of Kelvin, it

becomes necessary to increase the antenna temperature relative to the intrinsic noise to enable
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Figure 2.11: State-of-the-art DSB noise temperatures of receivers based on Schottky diodes (SD) [46–

56], SIS [57–60], HEB [61–66] and HEMT [67] technology. Noise performance from paper C is

indicated with a blue star.

detection. Assuming that the noise in each measured sample is statistically independent, it

follows that the RMS fluctuations can be written as

ΔTRMS =
Tsys√

N
, (2.24)

where N is the number of independent sample points. Hence, the number of sample points

needs to increase in order to decrease the the noise fluctuations. This can be done by using

more receivers or by integrating for a longer time and thereby sample the signal over more

cycles. For a system with no gain fluctuations, the RMS fluctuations can be written as

ΔTRMS =
Tsys√
Δν τ
, (2.25)

where τ is the integration time. The corresponding signal-to-noise ratio becomes

S NR =
Tsrc

Tsys

√
Δν τ, (2.26)

Hence, for uncorrelated (white) noise, the system noise decreases with integration time and

bandwidth. However, as the integration time increases, low-frequency noise components start

to become more significant. This type of noise is often referred to as 1/ f noise3 or pink noise.

When pink noise dominates, ΔTRMS will stay constant regardless of how long the integration

time is. Yet another limitation is often set by the instability of the system itself over time.

This can be modeled as fluctuations in gain, which modifies equation 2.27 to:

ΔTRMS = Tsys

√
1

Δν τ
+

(
ΔG
G

)2

. (2.27)

3The symbol f denotes focal length in this thesis – not frequency. This is the only exception.
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The absolute radiometric accuracy of a heterodyne detectors at THz frequencies can often

be much improved by incorporating temperature-controlled black body calibration targets

inside the instrument. A moving mirror that cuts into the beam path and steers radiation from

the calibration target to the receiver(s) is often used for this purpose – see Figure 2.12. At

frequencies �50 GHz, noise diodes that are coupled to the detector using electronic switching

are sometimes used, although these may suffer from long-term stability issues [68].

Figure 2.12: Optical design for SWI. The calibration target and rotating mirror are labeled CHL and

MF, respectively. Image from [69].

Each part of a receiver system consisting of cascaded components has a noise temperature

contribution and a gain (or loss). If the source temperature and the noise temperature and gain

of all components are known, Tsys can be computed using Friis formula [70]:

Tsys = TA + T1 +
T2

G1

+
T3

G1G2

+ ... +
Tn

G1G2...Gn−1

, (2.28)

To minimize the noise contribution from the receiver, it is crucial to minimize the losses (or

maximize the gain) of the first components in the chain. With a Schottky mixer receiver as the

first component, this means that the conversion loss (RF to IF) and noise temperature should

be minimized. For the same reason, it is equally important to minimize losses in the optics,

horn antenna and waveguides that precede the mixer.

Direct detection

Direct detectors measure power, but cannot be used to extract phase information from the

signal. With different detector technologies, a vast range of wavelengths can be detected.

Systems based on Schottky diodes exist up to 850-900 GHz [71, 72] and typically include one

or a few detectors in the image plane. Integrated image sensors with millions of pixels based

on CCD and CMOS technologies are commonly used for the UV up to NIR wavelengths.

Even though CMOS technology has improved greatly in the past decades and dominate the

market for consumer products [73], CCDs are still often the best choice for applications

requiring high dynamic range and low noise [74].

A CCD image sensor is based on a silicon substrate with a p doped epitaxial layer on

top. Photons with sufficient energy that strike the surface of the sensor can be absorbed
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and knock up electrons in the epitaxial layer to the conduction band and thereby create an

electron-hole pair. To prevent spontaneous recombination, a positive voltage is applied to

a gate electrode (electrically insulated from the epitaxial layer) in each pixel. This voltage

is maintained during the exposure to allow for excited electrons to accumulate. After the

exposure, a readout process begins where the electrons in each row are shifted down to the

adjacent row by changing the gate voltages in order to make the electrons move in the desired

direction. Electrons in the bottom row are shifted into a readout register, where the electrons

are shifted sideways pixel-by-pixel to an on-chip amplifier, which produces a signal that

scales with the number of electrons in the pixel.

Figure 2.13: Comparison of typical quantum efficiencies between front illuminated (FI) and back illu-

minated (BI) CCDs with anti-reflection coatings (AR) optimized for the VIS and UV regions. Data

from [75].

The ratio of number of incident photons to the number of electrons in the condition band

is called quantum efficiency. To excite an electron to the conduction band of the silicon,

a minimum photon energy of 1.1 eV (1127 nm) is required. At shorter wavelengths, the

reflectance of the silicon increases and causes a cutoff in the UV – see Figure 2.13. The peak

quantum efficiency and bandwidth of a CCD is improved significantly for back-illuminated

designs [74]. In this case, light is incident on the back of device and will not interfere with

gate electrodes and wiring. To further improve the quantum efficiency, the bulk silicon is

thinned down. Anti-reflection coatings are applied on top of the silicon substrate to improve

the transport of photons to the epitaxial layer and can be optimized for performance in a

selected wavelength band.

During exposure and readout, electrons in a CCD can be excited to the conduction band

without any illumination of the sensor. This process is called dark current and happens spon-

taneously in different parts of the CCD due to electrons being thermally excited [76]. The

obvious way to tackle this problem is through cooling, which reduces dark currents non-

linearly. Operating temperatures of approximately -20◦ are often sufficient to ensure that

dark currents do not dominate in terms of noise. Each pixel of the CCD is somewhat unique

in terms performance and although dark currents are inherently random in nature, the dark
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current distribution across a frame is to some extent deterministic. Hence, for a given expo-

sure time, the signal-to-noise ratio in an image can be improved by subtracting a dark frame

from the main exposure. The same is true for the bias frame, which represents an offset con-

tribution to the total signal. It is essentially a zero-length exposure and by averaging over

a few such frames, the signal-to-noise ratio can be increased and the resulting frame can be

used to correct for biasing offsets.

Another important contributor to the noise of the final image is caused by the conversion

of discrete charges to voltage and by the final analog-to-digital conversion. This gives rise

to readout noise that is typically dominated by the on-chip amplifier. Since the same ampli-

fier is used for all pixels during the readout, almost the same excess noise signal is added

to each pixel. Readout noise is dependent on the frequency at which the readout occurs.

For low readout frequencies, 1/ f noise is typically more troublesome, whereas white noise

(frequency-independent) tends to dominate at high frequencies [74].

The signal-to-noise ratio in each pixel of a CCD can be expressed in terms of the RMS

number of electrons n per second. Since the noise contributions are uncorrelated, these can

be added as the sum the squares. Using equation 2.1 and noting that the number of electrons

in a pixel is proportional to the square root of the power associated an incoming photon, the

signal-to-noise ratio can be written as

S NR =
Φsig(λ) εq(λ) τ√

(Φsig(λ) + Φstray(λ)) εq(λ) τ + DC τ + n2
read

, (2.29)

where Φsig(λ) is the flux of photons, εq(λ) the quantum efficiency, τ the exposure time,

Φstray(λ) unwanted stray light photon flux, DC the dark current and nread the excess elec-

trons due to readout noise. The total signal-to-noise ratio is obtained by integrating over

wavelength.

Unlike a diffraction-dominated single-mode system observing an extended black body

source, the detected signal of an optical instrument at short wavelengths will increase as the

entrance pupil diameter is increased. Hence, both spatial resolution and sensitivity of the

instrument can be increased with larger optical apertures. Another way of increasing the

signal is to employ on-chip binning, where the signal from two or more physical pixels are

combined on the CCD chip and read out as a single pixel. The detected power then scales

with the number of binned pixels at the expense of reduced resolution in the image plane.

In order to use the optical instrument for quantitative measurements, it is necessary to per-

form a calibration against some well-defined standard. In essence, this means that a source

with known spectral radiance that covers the FoV is imaged [77]. This process is known

as flat fielding. The sources are sometimes referred to as full-field or flood sources and can

be used to characterize non-uniform responses from the detector, vignetting in the optical

system, linearity, absolute response of the instrument, etc. Such targets can also be imple-

mented inside an instrument to allow for calibration during operation and thereby decreasing

measurement uncertainties further [78].
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Chapter 3

Instruments for Earth
observation

This chapter provides a background to the three instruments for Earth observation on which

this thesis is based: MATS, ISMAR and STEAMR. A brief overview of the scientific goals

of the projects are given, as are the basic instrument requirements and technical solutions.

3.1 MATS
At the time of writing, a new low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellite for the atmospheric research

called Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography Spectroscopy (MATS) is being built and

tested [79]. This is a Swedish microsatellite with launch planned for the end of 2019. The

scientific aim of MATS is to study gravity waves1 [79] in the mesosphere. These are upward-

traveling air-pressure waves that are formed at the surface of the Earth when e.g. strong winds

sweep over large obstacles such as mountains or frontal systems. As the atmospheric pressure

decreases at higher altitudes, the gravity waves expand and finally break apart, primarily in

the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) at altitudes 50-130 km. This is similar to the

waves in water of the oceans, which are also affected by the topography at the bottom. Gravity

waves transfer momentum and energy in the atmosphere and are responsible for phenomena

at both small and large scales, from local turbulence to large-scale circulation [81].

Physical simulation of large-scale gravity waves is done today, whereas the models are

tuned to produce realistic output for small-scale waves [79]. New models therefore aim to

describe the entire physical process of the gravity wave spectrum, from the formation at low

altitudes, through the atmosphere and up to the MLT. For successful modeling, it is crucial

to have reliable observational data. However, there is currently a gap in existing data of

gravity waves, especially in the MLT. Besides investigating the gravity wave spectra, such

data is also important for three-dimensional modeling of the waves themselves. Historically,

different groups in the field have focused on separate parts of the atmosphere, where the

1Not to be confused with gravitational waves [80]

23
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the MATS payload. Colors are not representative of the real hardware. A: limb

instrument, B: nadir camera, C: photometers, D: star tracker, a: limb baffle, b: M1 location, c: M2

location, d: M3 location, e: CCD, f: radiators, g: on board computer, h: readout electronics, i: base

plate/interface to platform, j: supporting struts.

altitude of approximately 100 km constituted a dividing line in terms of research interest.

Understanding the atmosphere as a whole has become more and more important and since

gravity waves travel across the different layers in the atmosphere, these become one way of

erasing this dividing line.

MATS aims to measure gravitational waves at altitudes 70-110 km in the atmosphere by

making observations in a limb-viewing configuration (c.f. Figure 1.1). It is not the first

satellite-borne instrument used for similar purposes [82–85], but it will cover a gap [86] in

the measured gravity wave spectra by observing wavelengths between 0.2-20 km vertically
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channel λ [nm] ν [lp/mm] FoV [◦] SNR [-]

UV1 270.0 ± 1.5 20.0 5.67 × 0.46 100

UV2 304.5 ± 1.5 20.0 5.67 × 0.46 100

IR1 762.0 ± 1.8 10.0 5.67 × 0.80 500

IR2 763.0 ± 4.0 10.0 5.67 × 0.80 500

IR3 754.0 ± 1.5 5.0 5.67 × 0.80 500

IR4 772.0 ± 1.5 5.0 5.67 × 0.80 500

nadir 763.0 ± 4.0 - 24.4 × 6.10 100

Table 3.1: Wavelength bands, vertical resolution requirements (given as the spatial frequency where the

MTF should be at least 0.5), FoV and required SNR of the imaging channels of the limb and nadir

instruments. The imaging requirement for the nadir camera is 80% encircled energy within a radius of

250 μm.

and 5-100 km horizontally. It will do so using two cameras on board, which are here referred

to as the limb instrument and the nadir camera – see Figure 3.1. The main one of these

is the limb instrument, which uses a total of six narrowband channels (3-8 nm) to observe

the mesosphere in the wavelength bands covering 270-304.5 nm and 754-772 nm – see table

3.1. Emissions in these bands come from scattered light from high-altitude clouds known

as noctilucent clouds [87] and O2 atmospheric airglow [88]. The nadir camera has a single

channel operating at 759-767 nm. When multiple images from different directions in the limb

are combined, tomographic methods can be used to obtain three-dimensional wave patterns.

With several wavelength channels available, spectroscopy methods can also be applied, which

– when combined with tomography – can result in e.g. three-dimensional mapping of the

temperature in the mesosphere [11].

Figure 3.2: Altitude versus radiance in the detection bands of the limb instrument. Image from paper B.

Figure 3.2 shows the radiance from the atmospheric limb in the wavelength bands of

the limb instrument. Signals from atmospheric airglow and noctilucent clouds are present

at altitudes 70-110 km that cause bumps on the profiles, which are otherwise dominated by

Rayleigh scattering. The radiance in this region is taken as input to equation 2.29, which
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is used to calculate the required signal-to-noise ratio of the limb instrument. With back-

illuminated CCDs operating at -20◦ C, it was concluded that an entrance pupil diameter of at

least 32 mm was needed to provide the required signal-to-noise ratio in all channels. Since

vertical resolution is highly prioritized over horizontal resolution, it is possible to apply on-

chip binning to drastically increase the sensitivity. This is also beneficial when considering

the limited downlink bandwidth used for downloading data from all channels. Exposure times

between 3-5 s were assumed to avoid image smearing due to the changing scene during flight.

To avoid risks associated with moving parts on the satellite platform, no mechanical shutter

will be used to block the light during the readout. This implies that the an anti-smearing

algorithm must be applied in the data post-processing.

MATS is the first in a series of payloads that use the Innosat platform [89], which is a

general-purpose satellite platform for LEO satellite missions. With a relatively small size

(70 cm×60 cm×85 cm) and a total mass of 40-50 kg, the satellite becomes compatible for a

shared (”piggyback”) launch, which reduces the mission cost drastically. MATS will fly in a

sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit with the sun always facing the same side of the spacecraft.

This allows for a single fixed solar panel to be used.

3.2 ISMAR

The International Submillimetre Airborne Radiometer (ISMAR) is a multi-channel instru-

ment at 118-874 GHz for measurements of ice clouds [90, 91]. It is operated by UK Met

Office and is used as a precursor for the upcoming Ice Cloud Imager (ICI) instrument [92].

Ice clouds have been shown to play an important role in climate- and weather prediction,

but has not been studied in much detail in previous missions, which are limited in terms of

horizontal resolution due to their limb-viewing geometry [13, 93]. ICI will be one of the in-

struments on board the Metop-SG-B satellite [94], which is the second generation of Metop

satellites with a planned launch in 2022. It is the first instrument ever that specializes in

measuring ice clouds.

As a precursor to this mission, ISMAR’s seven channels are similar in frequency to the

ICI and will be used to test retrieval algorithms as well as calibration/validation schemes

[90]. The ISMAR instrument is housed inside an AAM BAe-146 aircraft, which has a ro-

tating mirror mounted on its outside to enable sweeping of the instrument’s beams across

the observation targets – see Figure 3.3. The instrument does not have any common focusing

reflector, but instead uses individual lenses in front of the horn antennas of each receiver chan-

nel. Hence, the beam footprint on the observation target of each channel varies and depends

on the operation wavelength and the size of the lenses. Schottky mixer receivers operating at

room temperature are used for all channels, which are distributed in a cluster around the 118

GHz channel – see Figure 3.4.

The final addition to ISMAR were two identical and linearly polarized 874 GHz hetero-

dyne receivers, which are oriented to enable detection of signals of orthogonal polarizations

– see Figure 3.3. The requirements in terms of operational bandwidth, radiation pattern

FWHM and DSB noise temperature are given in Table 3.2. To achieve beams with main

lobes FWHM smaller than 5◦, dielectric lenses were placed in front of the horns. These also
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Figure 3.3: Overview of ISMAR. Top image: AAM BAe-146 aircraft. Bottom images: drum containing

rotating mirror and calibration loads, sweep/calibration cycle of the instrument’s beams. Pictures from

[90].

channel polarization [-] ν [GHz] FWHM [◦] Trec,DS B [K]

receiver 1 V 874 ± 5 5 4000

receiver 2 H 874 ± 5 5 4000

Table 3.2: Requirements for the 874 GHz receivers of ISMAR.

serve as protection from the external environment, c.f. Figure 3.4.

3.3 STEAMR

The Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And climate Monitor Radiometer (STEAMR) is a

satellite-borne instrument for atmospheric research in the upper troposphere/lower strato-

sphere (UTLS, 5-25 km), which has been proposed as part of two separate missions: Process

Exploration through Measurement of Infrared and millimeter-wave Emitted Radiation (PRE-

MIER) [95, 96] and the Atmospheric Limb Sounding Satellite (ALISS) [97]. Focus in this

thesis is on the version of STEAMR that was proposed for PREMIER, which had an optical

system [98–101] that was more advanced than the one suggested for ALISS.

STEAMR was designed to measure molecular emissions from the UTLS. This region
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Figure 3.4: CAD model showing cluster of receivers for ISMAR (left) and mounting frame for the

receiver lenses (right). The red arrows indicate the positions of the two channels at 874 GHz. Pictures

from [91].

is important in terms of radiative balance (i.e. the amount of heat being trapped or es-

caping the atmosphere) and this is determined by the amount and distribution of various

trace/greenhouse gases (e.g. H2O, O3, NO2, etc.). This has an effect on temperatures and

winds in the region, but also at the surface of the Earth. In fact, the chemical composition of

the atmosphere in this region and the interaction with climate has been identified as an major

uncertainty of climate change modeling [102]. More specifically, to refine current models, it

is necessary to measure the distribution and transport of trace gases with higher resolution as

these change rapidly in time and space. This is one of the main scientific goals of STEAMR.

The instrument uses 14 polarization-interleaved beams in a limb-viewing configuration

to observe the atmosphere at altitudes 6-26 km. Detection is facilitated by 14 identical Schot-

tky mixer receivers at 323-355 GHz and autocorrelator back-ends (10 MHz resolution). This

choice of frequency makes it possible to see through clouds while still being able to study

important trace gases in the atmosphere. The vertical resolution is prioritized over horizontal,

which allows for a more compact elliptical off-axis Ritchey-Chrétien telescope (1.6× 0.8 m

primary reflector) to be used – see Figure 3.5. Sampling density in the vertical direction

is 1.5 km at altitudes below 16.5 km and 2.0 km above. Having this many beams greatly

increases the spatial and resolution of STEAMR compared to its single-beam predecessors

[93], which have to wobble up and down to cover the same atmospheric scene.
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Figure 3.5: Optical system of STEAMR (left) and a CAD model of the complete STEAMR payload

(right).
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Chapter 4

Analysis methods

This chapter describes methods to design and analyze optical systems. The purpose is to

give a theoretical background to the test methods that are used in Chapter 5. Several design

examples related to papers A-F are given.

4.1 Geometrical optics
When the components of an optical system are large, the propagation of electromagnetic

waves can be approximated with a geometrical wavefront. The shape and direction of the

geometrical wavefront is described in terms of rays, which travel in a constant direction unless

the refractive index n changes. In free space in the absence of charges and with an electric

field E varying in time as e−iωt, Maxwell’s equations reduce to the Helmholtz equation:(
∇2 + k2

)
E = 0, (4.1)

where the wavenumber k is equal to 2π/λ. In the geometrical optics approximation, the

solutions to 4.1 are written

E = u(x, y, z)e−ik0 S (x,y,z), (4.2)

where S (x, y, z) is a scalar function known as the eikonal and represent the (geometrical)

wavefront. In the limit λ0 → 0 and with a n(x, y, z) varying slowly, the eikonal equation can

be derived [103]:

S (x, y, z) = n(x, y, z), (4.3)

which constitute the foundation for geometrical optics. Rays and wavefronts are used for an-

alyzing optical systems in the geometrical optics approximation. Snell’s law follows from the

eikonal equation and describes how rays bend as the refractive index changes in the interface

between two media:

n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2, (4.4)

where θ1 and θ2 are the angles of incidence measured from the surface normal. In the paraxial

approximation, θ1 and θ2 are small and equation 4.4 becomes n1θ1 ≈ n2θ2.

31
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Axial lens system

The five third-order (Seidel) aberrations [24] – spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field

curvature and distortion – are essential to any successful optical design with axial symmetry.

The design for the MATS nadir camera was based on three co-axial spherical lenses that were

optimized to minimize third-order aberrations. Such a design is often referred to as a Cooke

triplet. Figure 4.1 shows the layout of the design with the design parameters R1-R6, x23-x78

and r3 (r1,r2, r4 and x89 follow for a given set of design parameters), which are the radii for the

spherical lenses, the lens thicknesses, the lens separation and the aperture radii. In addition

to the geometrical parameters, the glass types of the three lenses are chosen to correct for

chromatic aberrations (axial and lateral).

Figure 4.1: Layout of the three-lens design for the MATS nadir camera.

The design had an entrance pupil diameter of 15 mm and a FoV of 24.4◦ × 6.1◦. The

location of an imaged point source at infinity with field angle θ can be approximated by

hi = fe f f θ, (4.5)

where fe f f is the effective focal length of the system. An effective focal length of fe f f =

50 mm was chosen, giving an f-number of 3.3.

By placing the aperture stop on the middle lens and tracing only the marginal- and chief

rays, a thin-lens solution (assuming zero thickness for all lenses) that corrects for the Seidel

aberrations was obtained. The middle lens used a Schott N-F2 glass (flint,low Abbe number

[24]) whereas the remaining lenses used Schott N-SK16 glass (crown, high Abbe number).

The thin-lens design was implemented in an optical simulation software (Zemax - Opticstudio

[104]) where sequential ray tracing (light path determined by the user) is determined by the

user. A manufacturable solution was obtained by imposing non-zero lens thicknesses and

optimizing for all variables (including stop position) while minimizing the aforementioned

aberrations. Optical performance was analyzed in terms of wavefront errors, which describes

the optical path difference between the calculated geometrical wavefront in the image plane

to a spherical wavefront [24].

Figure 4.2 shows the simulated encircled energy plot of the MATS nadir camera compared

to that of an ideal f /3.3 optic. The FoV of 24.4◦ is rather large for a f /3.3 Cooke triplet, which

limits the resolution considerably. However, with relatively modest resolution requirements
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(80% encircled energy within a radius of ∼250 μm – see chapter 3.1), the performance is still

satisfactory.

Figure 4.2: Encircled energy versus half width from the centroid (left) and spot diagrams across the

FoV (right) for the MATS nadir camera.

Off-axis reflectors

The shape of mirrors in off-axis systems is often based on conic sections, which are generated

from the section of a cone being cut by a plane at an angle. Depending on the angle, the

sections are either circles, parabolas, ellipses or hyperbolas and can be expressed by the

following expression:

y2 = 2R − (K + 1)z2, (4.6)

where R is the on-axis radius of curvature and K the conic constant [105]. The corresponding

two-dimensional surfaces (spheres, paraboloids, ellipsoids and hyperboloids) are obtained by

rotating the conic section about the z-axis and can be described by the following expression

in cylindrical coordinates [106]:

z =
Cr2

1 +
√

1 − (1 + K)C2r2
, (4.7)

where the curvature is defined by C = 1/R. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3 summarize the conic

sections with corresponding values of K and eccentricity e (defined as e = −K2).

With typically just a few optical surfaces to correct for aberrations, reflective systems are

often more limited in terms of FoV than refractive systems with corresponding f-numbers. A

classical Cassegrain telescope consists of a parabolic primary mirror and a hyperbolic sec-

ondary mirror. It is corrected for spherical aberrations, but is limited by coma for large field

angles. This problem is addressed in the Ritchey-Chrétien design, which uses two hyperbolic

mirrors to correct for both spherical aberration and coma. However, if off-axis sections of the
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Conic section K e b Equation

Circle 0 0 a z2 + y2 = a2

Ellipse > −1 c/a
√

a2 − c2 (z/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1

Parabola −1 1 ∞ z2 = 4ay
Hyperbola < −1 c/a

√
c2 − a2 (z/a)2 − (y/b)2 = 1

Table 4.1: Conic sections with conic constants K, eccentricity e, semiminor axis b and equation ex-

pressed in terms of the half-foci distance c and half-vertex separation a in a Cartesian frame.

Figure 4.3: Off-axis conic sections. From left to right: parabola, ellipse, hyperbola.

mirrors are used to avoid the obscuration of the primary mirror, aberrations increase. Figure

4.4 shows on- and off-axis implementations for f /7.3 telescopes (same as for the MATS limb

telescope, c.f. paper A) based on the classical confocal Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chrétien de-

signs. The off-axis versions were generated by simply taking off-axis sections of the axially

symmetric on-axis designs.

Figure 4.4: On- and off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) Cassegrain designs. There is no obvious visual dif-

ference between the Cassegrain and corresponding Ritchey-Chrétien design, wherefore the latter was

omitted from the figure.

The optical performance of the Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chrétien designs are summarized

in Figures 4.5-4.6, which show spot diagrams and modular transfer function (MTF) vs. spatial

frequency [106]. As can be seen, the on-axis designs have excellent performance within 0.4◦
× 0.4◦, but soon become drastically limited for larger field angles. The performance of the

off-axis versions are seriously degraded within the same FoV.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of on- (first row) and off-axis (second row) f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) Cassegrain

designs. Left column: spot diagrams over 0.4◦ × 0.4◦ with Airy disk at 600 nm. Right column: MTF

vs. spatial frequency for field angles (0-2.84◦,0-0.45◦).
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Figure 4.6: Performance of on- (first row) and off-axis (second row) f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) Ritchey-

Chrétien. Left column: spot diagrams over 0.4◦ × 0.4◦ with Airy disk at 600 nm. Right column:

MTF vs. spatial frequency for field angles (0-2.84◦,0-0.45◦).
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Unless corrected for, an off-axis telescope has tilted tangential and sagittal image planes,

which causes second-order linear astigmatism [107] that drastically limits the FoV – see

Figure 4.7. It is possible to eliminate linear astigmatism by introducing the angle between

the major axes of the conic sections as a design variable. For a confocal N-mirror system, the

linear astigmatism can be eliminated by imposing the following condition [108]:

N−1∑
p=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(1 + mp) tan ip

N∏
q=p+1

mq)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + (1 + mN) tan iN = 0, (4.8)

where mp and ip denote the focal length and reflection angle of mirror p. For a conic section

mirror, the focal length is given by the ratio of r1 and r2 (c.f. Figure 4.3). For a two-mirror

system, equation 4.8 is reduced to

(1 + m1)m2 tan i1 + (1 + m2) tan i2 = 0. (4.9)

Figure 4.7: General off-axis N-mirror system with tilted tangential and sagittal image planes. Image

from [108].

Figure 4.8 shows the design resulting after a tilt between the major axes of the parent

conic sections was introduced to fulfill equation 4.9. Figure 4.9 shows the performance of

the design. As can be seen, the performance is nearly identical – and slightly better at larger

field angles – to that of the on-axis Cassegrain design.

Although linear astigmatism can be removed by employing equation 4.9, there are still

higher-order aberrations left, which limit the performance at large field angles. These aber-

rations can be decreased substantially by replacing the conic section mirrors with free-form
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Figure 4.8: Confocal off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design based on tilted conic section mirrors to correct

for linear astigmatism. Mirrors sizes have been exaggerated to show the tilt angle β between the major

axes of the parent bodies. The optical axis ray (OAR) is highlighted.

Figure 4.9: Performance of confocal off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design based on tilted conic section

mirrors to correct for linear astigmatism. Left figure: spot diagrams over 0.4◦ × 0.4◦ with Airy disk at

600 nm. Right figure: MTF vs. spatial frequency for field angles (0-2.84◦,0-0.45◦).

mirrors that have an arbitrary number of parameters to describe their (non-symmetric) sur-

faces. This makes it possible to achieve optical performance that would otherwise require

more mirrors. Advances in single point diamond turning (SPDT) technology have paved the

way for free-form designs, which are therefore becoming increasingly popular for systems

where the mirror diameter is below ∼500 mm. Free-form systems are designed using numer-

ical optimization in ray-tracing software. As a starting point for the optimization, the conic

section mirrors can be expanded around the reflection points of the optical axis ray (OAR

– see 4.8) and with the z-axis perpendicular to the surface [107]. The mirror surfaces are
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expressed in the following polynomial basis:

z(x, y) =

N∑
i=1

AiEi(x, y), (4.10)

where Ai are real coefficients and E1 = x, E2 = y, E3 = x2, E4 = xy, E5 = y2, E6 = x3

... EN = yN . Coefficients Ai with odd powers of x are nulled to preserve symmetry in

the yz-plane. By optimizing the coefficients of the two mirror surfaces with respect to spot

size diameter, an off-axis free-form design corrected for linear astigmatism is obtained – see

Figure 4.10. Compared to the on-axis Cassegrain and off-axis conic section design, the off-

axis free-form design has a much improved performance over large field angles – see Figure

4.11.

Figure 4.10: Off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design based on free-form mirrors.

Figure 4.11: Performance of off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design based on free-form mirrors. Left figure:

spot diagrams over 0.4◦ × 0.4◦ with Airy disk at 600 nm. Right figure: MTF vs. spatial frequency for

field angles (0-2.84◦,0-0.45◦).

The same process that was outlined above was used to design the free-form three-mirror
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f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) telescope for MATS (see paper A). Using equation 4.8, the condition for

eliminating linear astigmatism becomes:

(1 + m1)m2 m3 tan i1 + (1 + m2) m3 tan i2 + (1 + m3) tan i3 = 0. (4.11)

Although a three-mirror system is generally more challenging to align, the extra design

parameters could be used to achieve diffraction-limited performance over a much larger FoV

while accommodating six CCD sensors and network of beamsplitters and filters. Figures 4.12

and 4.13 show the layout of the design and optical performance over a much larger FoV than

the two-mirror designs.

Figure 4.12: Off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design for MATS based on free-form mirrors. The mirror

apertures have been increased to allow for a FoV larger than what was required for the instrument.

Figure 4.13: Performance of the MATS off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) design based on free-form mirrors.

Left figure: spot diagrams over 16◦ × 4◦ with Airy disk at 600 nm. Right figure: MTF vs. spatial

frequency for field angles (0-12◦,0-2◦).

Non-sequential ray tracing

In the previous examples, sequential ray tracing was used since the light path through the

system was determined a-priori. This stands in stark contrast to non-sequential ray tracing,

where rays are scattered and attenuated in a more realistic manner. Non-sequential ray tracing
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was used in paper B to analyze the stray light rejection performance of the MATS limb instru-

ment. The non-sequential stray light model was defined in Zemax - Opticstudio using CAD

models to represent the main structures inside the instrument – see Figure 4.14. Every major

aspect of the instrument, e.g. filter and beamsplitter transmission data, surface reflectance,

surface scattering characteristics, were included to obtain accurate results. Computation time

depends mainly on the number of rays that are traced, how little energy each ray is allowed to

have before it is terminated and the complexity of the structures. To cover field angles across

the entire forward hemisphere for several wavelengths in the sensitive region of the CCD

sensors becomes a time-consuming process. However, even though the total simulation time

for a given instrument configuration is several days, the effort is smaller than a correspond-

ing measurement campaign and can provide insight into critical paths and regions inside the

instrument.

Figure 4.14: Stray light model showing the layout without (left) and with (right) scattered rays at

763 nm.

The front baffle was covered on the inside with a new type of extremely black coating

(Vantablack S-VIS [109]). It consists of densely packed vertically aligned carbon nanotubes,

which efficiently traps incident light, resulting in a reflectance of 0.2-0.6% between 270-

776 nm. A set of measured BRDF data was used to model scattering of Vantablack inside the

baffle. This means that each ray that hits the coated surface is split into several rays (typically

10) with less total energy than the original ray. The total energy and directions of the scattered

rays follow a random distribution given by the BRDF data. The surface is highly Lambertian

– see Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Scattering from a surface coated with Vantablack S-VIS (left) and a surface coated with an

ideal Lambertian scatterer (right).
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4.2 Physical optics

This section describes design methods where the wave nature of light is factored in, but where

approximations are made to avoid complex and computationally heavy full-wave solutions

of Maxwell’s equations such as the finite element method (FEM) and method of moments

(MoM) [110].

Diffraction effects are often more significant for optical systems in the THz regime since

components are small compared to the wavelengths. Unlike geometrical optics, where optical

components are relatively large, it is no longer sufficient to represent the propagation of light

in these systems using ray tracing. Gaussian beam mode analysis is a powerful tool, which

can used to model beams that expand due to diffraction. The material presented here covers

the essential aspects of Gaussian beam mode analysis and is largely based on material that

can be found in [38, 111].

As for a plane wave, it is assumed that the electric and magnetic fields are mutually

perpendicular and perpendicular to the axis of propagation, which is here chosen to be the z

axis. Neglecting time dependence, the ansatz

E(x, y, z) = u(x, y, z)e−ikz (4.12)

can be inserted into equation 4.1 to yield the reduced wave equation:

∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
+
∂2u
∂z2
− 2ik

∂u
∂z
= 0. (4.13)

Assuming that the variation of the amplitude of u along the z axis is small over a distance

similar to one wavelength and that the axial variation will be small compared to the variation

transverse to z, the third term in equation 4.13 can be neglected. The fundamental Gaussian

beam mode is axially symmetric and can conveniently be written in cylindrical coordinates:

E(r, z) =

(
2

πw2

)0.5

exp

(−r2

w2
− ikz − iπr2

λR
+ iφ0

)
. (4.14)

The parameter w is called the beam width and corresponds to a beam radius where the ampli-

tude of the E-field has dropped by a factor of 1/e from its maximum value. R is the radius of

curvature of the equi-phase surface. In spherical coordinates, the electric field can be written

as [112]:

E(R, θ) =

√
2πω2

0

Rλ
cos θ exp

(
−(πω0/λ)

2 sin2 θ + jπ/2 − jkR
)

(4.15)

As can be seen in Figure 4.16, w attains a minimum value referred to as the beam waist

w0. The parameter φ0 represents a phase shift, which is often called the Gouy phase shift.

Equations 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 can be used to express w, R and φ0 as a function of z, w0 and

λ:

R = z +
1

z

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝πw2
0

λ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠2

= z +
z2

c

z
(4.16)
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w = w0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 +
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ λz
πw2

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
0.5

= w0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 +
(

z
wc

)2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

0.5

(4.17)

φ0 = arctan

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ λz
πw2

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = arctan

(
z
zc

)
, (4.18)

where zc =
πw2

0

λ
is the confocal distance. These are the basic equations needed for analyzing

an optical system using fundamental Gaussian beam modes. Although higher order modes

might reveal more details about the performance of the analyzed system, it is often sufficient

to only consider the fundamental mode for a first-order design that can later be analyzed using

more sophisticated approaches. It is important to note that the approximation of Gaussian

beam modes does not work for arbitrarily small beam waists. For values of w0 below 0.9λ,
the accuracy degrades gradually and comes to a complete failure at approximately 0.2λ or

less [113].

Figure 4.16: Illustration of a propagating Gaussian beam. The 1/e level of the electric field is highlighted

in red.

A system consisting of an arbitrary number of optical components can be described using

two-port theory. To do this, equation 4.15 is re-written as

E(r, z) = A(z) exp

[−ikr2

2q(z)

]
exp(−ikz). (4.19)

The function q(z) is called the complex beam parameter and is defined as

q(z) =

(
1

R
− iλ
πw2

)−1

. (4.20)

Equations 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18 can then be written as

w(z) =

[
λ

πIm(−1/q(z))

]0.5

, (4.21)
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R(z) =

[
Re

(
1

q(z)

)]−1

, (4.22)

φ0(z) = arctan

[
Re(q(z))

Im(q(z))

]
. (4.23)

As the beam propagates through an optical system, q(z) changes and transforms to

qout =
Aqin + B
Cqin + D

, (4.24)

where A, B,C and D are elements of a 2 × 2 matrix that is obtained by cascading an arbitrary

number N of ray transfer matrices:

[
A B
C D

]
=

N∏
n=k

Mn. (4.25)

The ray transfer matrices representing a thin lens and propagation of a distance L are given

by

Mpropagation =

[
1 L
0 1

]
, (4.26)

and

Mthin lens =

[
1 0

−1/ f 1

]
. (4.27)

Ray transfer matrices were used in papers C-D. In the former, a setup with two focusing

mirrors (modeled as thin lenses) was used to build a Y-factor measurement setup (see Figure

11, paper C). In order to minimize the impact on the measured signal from temperature gra-

dients on the thermal loads, the system was designed to have a waist between the flat load

selector and the loads in order to illuminate a larger part of the loads. The total ray transfer

matrix from the waist of the feed horn to the plane in between the load selector and load

becomes:

Mtot =

[
1 d4/2
0 1

] [
1 0

−1/ f3 1

] [
1 d3

0 1

] [
1 0

−1/ f2 1

] [
1 d2

0 1

] [
1 0

−1/ f1 1

] [
1 d1

0 1

]
, (4.28)

where the distances d1−4 are shown in Figure 4.17. If d2 = f1+ f2 and the load selector mirror

is flat ( f3 = ∞), equation 4.28 is simplified to:

Mtot =

[− f2/ f1 0

0 − f1/ f2

]
, (4.29)

where d3 + d4/2 = f2 and d1 = f1 is assumed. At the location of the feed horn waist, the

complex beam parameter is qin =
iπw2

λ
. Applying equation 4.24 gives

qout =
− f2/ f1qin + 0

0 − f1/ f2
=

(
f2
f1

)2

qin. (4.30)
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Hence, independent of frequency, the setup produces an output waist at a distance f2 from the

M2 mirror that has a beam width of wout = f2/ f1win. The propagation of the -40 dB contour

of Gaussian beams from horns at different frequencies are illustrated in Figure 4.17. The

fraction of the total energy in the beam that is intercepted by an element of a given size is

called the edge taper, which is defined as:

Te =
P(r)

P(0)
= e−2( r

w )
2

Te,dB = − 10 log10(Te).

(4.31)

Figure 4.17: Propagation of fundamental Gaussian beams through a frequency-independent optical

setup for Y-factor measurements. Distances and mirrors are denoted d1−4 and M1−3. The lines indi-

cate the -40 dB contour for different feed horns.

For a general system consisting of N reflectors, the condition frequency independence

states that the element B in the total ray transfer matrix must equal zero [114]. This is equiv-

alent with having a total phase shift equal to an integer number of π. This was used when

designing the optics of STEAMR, where a total of 8 mirrors was used for each of the 14

feed horns (see paper F). This system employed astigmatic mirrors to correctly illuminate

the 1.6 m × 0.8 m primary aperture. To achieve a frequency-independent illumination, two

orthogonal Gaussian beams (that both had an accumulated phase shift equal to 2π) were ana-

lyzed in parallel [115] – see Figure 4.18

Although the methods outlined above work well to design these two systems, it should be

noticed that the fundamental Gaussian beam modes assume axial symmetry, which is broken

for off-axis systems. To investigate the performance in greater detail, the analysis software

GRASP [116] was used to analyze nominal performance as well as mechanical tolerances

of off-axis systems (see paper F). This software relies on physical optics methods where an

incident field on a perfectly or partially conducting reflector induces surface currents, which

are used to calculate the scattered field. The total electric field E around a reflector is written

as

E = Ei + Es, (4.32)
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Figure 4.18: Phase shift for two perpendicular Gaussian beams (elevation and azimuth) propagating

from the feed horn to the elliptical primary aperture. The reflector positions (M1-M8) are highlighted.

where Ei and Es denote the incident and scattered fields, respectively [117]. The surface

currents on a finite size curved reflector are calculated by dividing the reflector into several

smaller parts where the currents on each part are approximated by the currents of a plane

reflector of infinite size. The surface current Je due to an incoming magnetic field Hi is given

by

Je = 2n̂ ×Hi, (4.33)

where n̂ is the surface normal unit vector. By numerically integrating over all surface currents,

the electric and magnetic vector potentials Ae and Am at an arbitrary point in space r can be

calculated. These are then used to determine the electric and magnetic fields. In a system

consisting of a series of consecutive reflectors, the calculated scattered field from a reflector

is used as the incident field for the following reflector. The far fields are given by

E(r) f ar = lim
r→∞E(r) k r eikr

(4.34)

and
H(r) f ar = lim

r→∞H(r) k r eikr, (4.35)

where r = |r|. Near the edges of a reflector, numerical errors grow since the approximation

of an infinitely large reflector becomes invalid. Therefore, GRASP models the region near a

reflector edge as a semi-infinite surface (i.e. a surface extending to infinity in one direction)

and applies a method called physical theory of diffraction (PTD) [117]. The electric field

from the PTD calculations are subsequently added to that of the PO calculation to get a better

approximation of the total scattered field:

Es = Es
PO + Es

PTD. (4.36)

The accuracy increases as the number of sample points grows, but so does the computation

time. To find a good trade-off, a convergence analysis is performed where the calculated field
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is compared for a varying number of sample points. Although reflectors down to sizes of ap-

proximately 20λ can be successfully analyzed with these methods [100], full-wave methods

such as FEM and MoM may be considered when the accuracy requirements are high.

These methods were used to verify the optical performance of STEAMR (see paper F)

and the Y-factor setup discussed above. Figure 4.19 shows the power from the ISMAR and

STEAMR horns at the plane of the aperture of the black body sources. Minor distortions

of the beams in the horizontal directions can be seen, which can be attributed to the off-axis

configuration of the setup. Ideal Gaussian beams were used in the simulation to represent the

fields from the two horns.

Figure 4.19: Simulated beams from the ISMAR horn at 874 GHz (left) and STEAMR horn at 340 GHz

(right) in the load aperture plane of the Y-factor measurement setup (see paper C). Ideal Gaussian beam

modes were used to represent the fields from the horns. The load aperture is 100 mm in diameter.

4.3 Mode matching in circular waveguides

Rotationally symmetric horn antennas can be accurately analyzed using full wave methods

such as FEM, FDTD and MoM. Although the meshed volume can be decreased due to sym-

metry, these methods are often computationally heavy and time-consuming – especially when

several iterations are needed to optimize the profile of a horn. Mode matching constitutes an

efficient alternative, where the horn is modeled as a number of cascaded cylindrical waveg-

uide sections [118]. Each section is represented with a scattering (S) matrix, which describes

reflection and transmission of energy for each mode [43]. As the diameters of the horn in-

creases, propagating and evanescent modes are added and the fields are matched at the section

interfaces to ensure conservation of energy. This is done in a successive manner for all sec-

tions so that the entire horn can be characterized in terms of a scattering matrix. Finally, the

modes at the aperture of the horn are propagated in free space so that the far field pattern can

be calculated.

Many types of horn antennas have a coupling to the fundamental Gaussian beam mode
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(Gaussicity) well above 90% (see – section 2.3). This is a desirable property since it implies

a highly symmetrical radiation pattern with low side lobes and cross polarization. Given that

the size and location of the corresponding beam waist are known, high Gaussicity horns can

be directly incorporated into the two-port theory for Gaussian beam mode propagation (see

section 4.2).

All spline horn designs in this thesis were optimized for maximized Gaussicity over the

operating bandwidth (see papers D and E). A conical horn with an aperture diameter that pro-

vides the desired gain was used as a reasonable starting guess. The length and input diameter

were fixed for each design, whereas the spline profile was defined using seventh order Bezier

polynomials [119]. A Matlab script was used to randomly generate the spline shapes while

controlling a commercial mode-matching code (CORRUG [120]) that calculated the far field

pattern at selected frequencies across the operating bandwidth. The same script was also used

to calculate the Gaussicity, which was input to a penalty function for the Matlab optimization

routine (fminsearch).

Although mode matching is a highly efficient method for optimizing horn profiles, the

analysis does not take into account packaging and features around the horn that can influence

the radiation pattern. Furthermore, since rotational symmetry is assumed, it is not possible

to analyze imperfections that break the rotational symmetry or the rectangular-to-circular

waveguide transitions at the input of the horn. Hence, when a successful design has been

found, it is important to verify the entire design using a full-wave solver based on e.g. FEM,

FDTD or MoM. Figure 4.20 shows a comparison between the far field radiation patterns

obtained using mode matching and FEM.
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Figure 4.20: Profile (top) and simulation results for a broadband 120 GHz spline horn. The top left

figure shows a comparison of normalized radiation pattern at 120 GHz calculated using mode matching

and FEM. The remaning figures show Gaussicity, peak cross-polarization level and input matching vs.

frequency. Figures from paper E.
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Chapter 5

Implementation and
characterization

This chapter presents fabrication and testing of the hardware that was built for the MATS,

ISMAR and STEAMR instruments. Important results as are highlighted and details about

methods and measurement setups are presented.

5.1 MATS optics

5.1.1 Nadir camera

Figure 5.1 shows a CAD model of the flight hardware for the nadir camera of MATS. An

aluminium structure to house the three lenses was fabricated using a high-precision lathing

process. The three lenses were fixed into its correct positions using threaded retaining rings.

Washers made of polyetherether ketone (PEEK) were placed between the housing and re-

taining rings to avoid damaging the lenses. The CCD was of the same type as for the limb

instrument (e2V CCD42-10 [121]) and its position was made adjustable by mounting its

housing with screws that run in 8 mm long slots.

An early prototype of the lens housing was fabricated to test the building concept and to

verify the optical performance. Since neither the readout electronics nor the CCD housing

were ready at the time, the lens housing was built with a Canon bayonet mount so that the

optical performance could be evaluated using a standard full-frame camera house. Figure 5.2

shows the prototype lens house and a sample image taken of a cloudy sky. Testing the camera

with a point source target (see section 5.1.2) confirmed that the requirement (80% encircled

energy at a radius of 250 μm) could be satisfied with good margins – see Figure 5.3.

Optical testing for flight is limited to point source testing across the camera’s FoV to

ensure satisfactory resolution. To do this, the camera will be placed on a rotary table while

illuminating it with light from a point source (see Section 5.1.2). Absolute radiometric sen-

sitivity will be measured to an accuracy of 10% using a calibrated lamp that illuminates a

51
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Figure 5.1: CAD model of the nadir camera for MATS.

Figure 5.2: Prototype nadir camera objective with NIR color filter and Canon bayonet mount (left) and

photograph taken with the same objective mounted on a Canon camera house with a 35 mm image

sensor (right). The dashed green rectangle denotes the FoV as it will be with the 27.6 mm × 6.9 mm

CCD image sensor for flight [121].
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Figure 5.3: Left: image of a point source taken with the nadir camera prototype mounted on a Canon

camera house with a full-frame sensor. Right: comparison of simulated and measured encircled energy.

white Lambertian screen in front of the nadir camera. This test will also be used to estimate

illumination roll-off for larger field angles. After being integrated on the MATS payload plat-

form (see Figure 3.1), pointing of the nadir camera will be measured with respect to the star

tracker and the limb instrument using theodolites and a collimator source [122].

5.1.2 Limb telescope

Flight hardware

The flight hardware for the limb instrument consists of four main parts: limb house, telescope,

and beamsplitter/filter assembly and front baffle – see Figure 5.4. A fabrication methodol-

ogy was applied, where high-precision numerical milling in aluminium was combined with

measurements using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). This provides excellent me-

chanical accuracy, but implies that new parts need to be machined in order to trim positions

of any optical components.

The limb house was milled out of a solid block of aluminium and defines the relative

positions between the telescope, the beamsplitter/filter assembly and the six CCD housings.

Hence, the geometry of the limb house influences the image location on the CCDs – but not

the image quality. The mounting structure for the mirrors and the beamsplitter/filter assembly

were also made of aluminium and fabricated using high-precision numerical milling. As

for the prototyping and breadboarding test campaigns (see paper A), the geometry of these

structures was measured using a CMM. Deviations from the nominal geometry were within

±0.2 mm for the beamsplitter/filter assembly – see Figure 5.5. Although the base plate was

slightly bent, this was still well within tolerances to ensure good relative pointing between

six channels of the instrument. All filters and beamsplitters were made of 3 mm thick glass

(fused silica), which were positioned using Teflon tape as spacers to the baseplate and glue

on the sides (see Figure 5.4)

The geometry of the mounting structure for the three mirrors was designed to optimize the

imaging quality for the measured surface errors of the three diamond turned mirrors (see pa-

per A). As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the deviations from nominal dimensions were small and

could be corrected for by machining L-brackets and spherical washers with slightly adjusted

geometries – see Figure 5.6.
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All parts inside the limb instrument were coated with black nickel, which has a reflectivity

of 2-6% across the operating wavelengths of MATS. Combined with structures that encapsu-

late the light path from the telescope to the image sensors, this helps to reduce the sensitivity

to scattered light inside the instrument. Simulations made for the prototype hardware showed

that unwanted reflections from the broadband filters lead to ghosting issues caused by too

little distance to the beamsplitters (see paper B). Hence, the distance between beamsplitters

and broadband filters was significantly increased for the flight hardware (see Figure 5.4) so

that the unwanted reflections could no longer propagate directly to the image sensors.

The flight front baffle was fabricated from six separate parts that were made of aluminium.

Each baffle vane was machined to have an edge thickness of 10 μm and light traps were made

to avoid light leakage between the upper- and lower parts of the baffle. As with the baffle

breadboard, the flight baffle was coated with Vantablack S-VIS, which has a reflectivity of

0.2-0.6% between 250-1400 nm [109].

Figure 5.4: Mounting of flight hardware for the limb instrument in a clean environment inside a laminar

flow cabinet. Top left: beamsplitter/filter assembly and telescope. Top right: limb house with mounted

beamsplitter/filter assembly and telescope. Structures to block unwanted light paths (i.e. internal stray

light) were not yet installed when the picture was taken. Bottom: gluing of narrowband filters into

mounting fixtures.
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Figure 5.5: Results from CMM measurements of the beamsplitter/filter assembly (left) and telescope

mounting structure (right) for flight. The deviation from nominal dimensions are given in mm.

Figure 5.6: Limb telescope as seen from the backside of the M1 and M3 mirrors. The cross section of a

mounting point with spherical washers on each side of the mirror is shown at the bottom. Image from

paper A.
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Imaging performance tests

A reflective collimator was used to characterize the quality of the images taken by the in-

strument. This system is essentially an f /9 (D = 110 mm) off-axis Newton telescope used in

reverse – i.e. projecting images of test targets situated in the focal plane (see Figure 5.7). In

terms of resolution, the collimator is capable of projecting targets details down to 100 lp/mm

over a FoV of 3.3◦. Diffuse background illumination of the test targets was achieved by using

a 150 W Xe connected to an integrating cylinder. A USAF 1951 target was used for general

testing and subjective assessment of the imaging quality. Each pair of horizontal and vertical

bars on the target correspond to a spatial resolution given by 2ng+(ne−1)/6, where ng is the group

number (column) and ne is the element number (row). The limb instrument should be capable

of resolving features corresponding to ng = 0-2 and ne = 4 (c.f. Table 3.1) in the horizontal

direction. For more detailed tests, a slanted edge target was used to calculate the MTF [123]

and a ruler pattern target was used for FoV and distortion tests (see Figure 5.7).

A collimator system provides information about the resolution in a direct and tangible

way, which makes it a highly useful device to evaluate the performance of the MATS optics.

However, many other techniques can be applied to test an optic of this kind. Most notable

is perhaps the field of interferometric testing [124], where the wavefront error produced by

the optic is evaluated using an interferogram from an interferometer with an optical flat as

a reference. Notable devices include the Mach-Zehnder and Fizeau interferometers [125].

Interferometric testing can be useful to provide direct insight into the types of aberrations

present in the tested optic. Other classic methods for evaluating the optical performance of

telescopes include the Focault [126] and Rhonci [127] tests.

Figure 5.7: Sketch of the collimator system used for optical performance tests.

All tests were performed inside a newly built dark room lab, which provides an envi-

ronment with low scattering completely protected from light leaks. A small room was built

around the entrance to the lab, which served as an air lock and gowning area to minimize

contamination from the outside. People working inside the lab wore clean room garments

and performed daily sweeping of the floors to keep the environment as clean as possible (see
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paper B). During testing, the limb instrument was placed on an optical test bench that in turn

was placed on a rotary stage to cover the entire horizontal FoV of the limb instrument – see

Figure 5.8. To minimize contamination from residual dust in the room, the setup was placed

under a 2 m × 2 m × 2 m movable clean room tent with a HEPA fan creating a laminar flow

of clean air around the instrument.

Figure 5.8: Imaging performance test setup inside a clean tent with filtrated air.

The full characterization of the optics of the limb instrument includes testing of resolution

(using MTF, point source and USAF 1951 targets), relative pointing between the six channels

(using a point source target) as well as FoV and distortion tests (using the FoV/distortion tar-

get). As part of the absolute radiometric calibration preceding the optical testing, broadband

extended targets will be used for flat fielding tests where deterministic imperfections (e.g.

non-uniformities of the CCDs and illumination roll off in the optics) will be measured so that

these can be corrected for, during operation in orbit.

The test campaign for the flight hardware is ongoing at the time of writing. Setbacks

were discovered during the prototyping activities, which influenced the optical performance

of the limb instrument. Resolution tests showed that the M3 mirror intended for flight was

not up to specifications. Although the form error of the surface was better than the one
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used for prototype tests (see paper A), the imaging performance proved to be significantly

degraded with the new mirror – see Figure 5.9. Possible explanations for this could be an

incorrectly performed stress release during fabrication or a tilt between the three mounting

points and the mirror surface. Moreover, vibration tests to launch qualification levels showed

that the suspension around the mounting points were too weak (see Figure 5.6), which led

to a complete mechanical failure. Hence, a new and more robust mirror was fabricated for

flight. In addition to the problems with M3, it was discovered at a late stage that the measured

form errors of the mirrors had been provided in an inverted coordinate system. This resulted

in a mirror mounting structure with dimensions that were compensated incorrectly (see paper

A). Hence, greatly improved results could be obtained by reverting to the mounting structure

used for prototype hardware – see Figure 5.10-5.11.

Figure 5.9: Test image taken with the IR2 channel of the flight instrument using flawed M3 mirror and

mirror mounting structure with incorrectly compensated geometry.

Each CCD image sensor was positioned manually using a focusing jig with a micrometer

stage – see Figure 5.12. In this process, a series of images was taken for different distances

between the CCDs and the limb house. Point source targets were used and the results were

analyzed in terms of encircled energy. Edge targets were also used to calculate the MTF

as a complementing measurement. To ensure that readout smearing would not influence the

vertical resolution, a dual-blade chopper was placed in front of the collimator to serve as a

mechanical shutter. This proved to be an easier way to remove readout smearing than data

post-processing, which requires a correct row shifting time as input to work correctly.
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Figure 5.10: Test image taken with the IR2 channel of the flight instrument using the updated M3 mirror

and prototype mirror mounting structure. The top image shows the full image from the 2048 × 512

pixels CCD. Magnified versions of the same image are shown at the bottom.

Figure 5.11: Test image taken with the UV2 channel of the flight instrument using the updated M3

mirror and prototype mirror mounting structure.
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Figure 5.12: Focusing of the UV2 channel using translation stages and a digital micrometer linear gauge.
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5.1.3 Stray light rejection

The same room used for imaging performance tests was also used for stray light measure-

ments. A source consisting of a 1 kW Xe lamp with a focusing lens and a parabolic mirror

was used in lieu of the collimator for imaging performance tests. The source was placed at

the opposite side of the room, which was separated into three sections using two blackout

curtains that reach across the room, from the ceiling to the floor – see Figure 5.13. This pro-

vided better collimation while ensuring that unwanted light paths from the source to the test

object were blocked.

Figure 5.13: Stray light testing facility. Top left: baffle breadboard. Top right: layout of the lab. Bottom

left: baffle mounting structure on rotary stage and silicon photomultiplier detector mounted on XY

stages. Bottom right: source setup with a 1 kW source being focused using a fused silica achromatic

lens and parabolic mirror.

This setup was initially used to measure the PST as a function of incidence angle for

a baffle prototype coated with Vantablack S-VIS (see paper B). A silicon photomultiplier

(Hamamatsu, S13360-6050CS) was used in this case to detect the low levels of light making

through the baffle. Since the actual detector was only 6 mm × 6 mm, it was mounted on a XY

linear stage setup and scanned across the rear aperture to cover it completely. Black plastic

cardboard was mounted around the detector (not behind) to further block any unwanted light

paths from the source to the detector. The detector circuit board was mounted inside a custom-

made aluminium housing. A plastic lid covered with a low-reflectance foil (Acktar, Metal
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Velvet [128]) and with a configurable stack of ND filters was attached to the housing to

minimize scattering and adjusting the amount of light to appropriate levels.

Results from this effort showed that the facility was capable of measuring a PST down to

at least 10−6, which meets instrument requirements (see Chapter 3.1). Moreover, the results

also showed a close agreement between measurements and the non-sequential ray tracing

simulations where the Vantablack S-VIS coating was represented using empirical BRDF data

– see Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Simulated and measured PST as a function of angle of incidence (left). Intensity of light

transmitted through the test baffle at an incidence angle of 40◦. Figures from paper B.

At the time of writing, the stray light rejection measurements for the flight hardware

have not yet been started. The method that will be used is analogous to that of the baffle

breadboard, i.e. the instrument will be mounted on the same rotary stage and illuminated with

the same source. A full characterization, where the stray light rejection is measured from all

angles of incidence, will not be performed due to time constraints. Instead, a single sweep

in the vertical direction will be performed to cross-check the measured PST with simulations

(see paper B).
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5.2 Horn antennas

5.2.1 Manufacturing methods

Fabricating corrugated horns poses a major challenge compared to the designs that lack cor-

rugations, especially at high frequencies. One method to fabricate corrugated horns is to start

with a mandrel with the shape of the corrugated horn, which is then used as a ”negative” in an

electroplating process where metal is grown to form the horn [129]. The mandrel is dissolved

in the final step to lay bare the horn. Although good results can be achieved this way, the

method is relatively complicated. Other methods for manufacturing corrugated horns include

precision milling in metallic split-blocks or stacking metallic ring-shaped shims of varying

inner diameters to define the desired corrugated profile shape [130].

Figure 5.15: Images of horns made from aluminium using different manufacturing techniques. Top:

Gold-plated and bare aluminium 120 GHz test horns for Y-factor measurements (c.f. paper E). Bottom:

340 GHz prototype horns for STEAMR, rectangular-to-quadratic waveguide transitions and a custom-

made broach tool. Bottom image from paper d.

Less complicated methods were used to fabricate the spline horns presented in this thesis.

Most horns were machined from two separate aluminium blocks using numerical milling,
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although one 340 GHz prototype horn for STEAMR was made using a custom-made broach

to define the spline shape (see paper E). Figure 5.15 shows examples of horns manufactured

using these two techniques. These manufacturing techniques have different advantages and

disadvantages. As was shown in paper C, integration of the horn into the metallic split block

can be used to minimize losses and standing waves. The form accuracy of the spline shape

was often in the order of a few micrometers (see Figure 5.16), which does not result in any

major degradation in performance. However, simulations show that the cross-polar levels will

increase as a result of lateral misalignment between the two block halves (see paper C). This

is naturally avoided when using a monolithic fabrication method where the horns are drilled

out of a single block of metal. Such methods can be advantageous when a large number

of identical horns are needed. Multi-pixel array applications [131] are one example where

this method has been applied, although split block milling has also been used for similar

applications [132].

Figure 5.16: Measured form errors of two 120 GHz spline horn block halves, c.f. Figure 5.15 and paper

E. The ideal spline shape is shown in blue, whereas points denote discrete profile measurements.

5.2.2 Radiation pattern measurements

Measuring the radiation pattern of an antenna in the far field has the advantage that no trans-

formation from the near field is needed. Measuring a feed horn with an aperture of tens of

wavelengths can typically be made directly in the far field. However, the situation becomes

very different for reflector antennas that can be orders of magnitude larger. For example, a

1 m reflector at 300 GHz has a far field located 2 km away from the aperture (c.f. equation

2.9). For such large antennas, it is therefore common to measure amplitude and phase in

the near field region and use the results to calculate the far field radiation pattern [133]. Al-

ternatively, compact antenna test ranges (CATR) [134], holographic methods [135–137] or

complex field mapping [138] can be employed.

A basic scheme and photo of the antenna measurement setup are shown in Figures 5.17-

5.18. Two phase-locked synthesizers with YIG oscillators were connected to cascaded Schot-

tky diode multiplier stages to reach the correct transmitter and LO frequencies. The AUT was
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connected to a Schottky mixer receiver where the IF signal was amplified using two LNAs.

A reference signal was generated by mixing the fundamental signals from the synthesizers

and up-converting using the same multiplication factor as was used for the transmitter in or-

der to compensate for relative phase drifts. Both signals were finally down-converted using

a common source to match the bandwidth of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrometer

(0-2.5 GHz). A regular desktop computer was used to control the motion of the linear stages

and collecting data from the FFT spectrometer. Radio absorbing material (TKRAM [139])

with a return loss of < −40 dB was used around the probe and the AUT to minimize un-

wanted effects of multi-path propagation/standing waves. The probes (corrugated horns and

open-ended waveguides for spherical and planar measurements, respectively) had chamfered

aperture edges for the same reason.

MixerAUT

MixerAUT

SpectrometerIFAUT IFre

Synth2

Synth1AUT
Probe

Figure 5.17: Basic setup for antenna measurements.

Figure 5.18: Setup used for measuring horn antennas in spherical and planar geometries.
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Short-term phase drifts were minimized by carefully choosing stable working points for

the electronics (frequency, bias voltages etc.). Long-term phase drifts correlated strongly with

the ambient temperature, cf. Figure 5.19. Lengthy measurements (2-3 hours) were therefore

performed nighttime when the house ventilation was turned off so that the temperature varied

relatively slowly. The probe was moved to the center every 15th minute to record the sig-

nal, which was used as a phase reference. Assuming a linear phase variation between each

reference measurement, a post-processing compensation could be used to even out phase

drifts. Cable lengths to the transmitter and receivers were also matched in length to minimize

phase drifts due to temperature variations. Bending of coaxial cables during the scanning

also affects the phase. Highly phase stable cables (Gore, Phaseflex) were therefore used and

attached to the ceiling so that bending was minimized (see Figure 5.18).

Figure 5.19: Phase drifts of the antenna measurement setup compared to ambient temperature drifts.

For the planar scanning geometry, additional phase variations can occur due to skewness

in the linear stages that cause an additional change in the AUT-probe distance. However,

since this error is deterministic, it can be measured and used to correct the data in the post-

processing. A digital linear micrometer gauge was mounted on the vertical linear stage and

swept on a flat diabase datum to measure the flatness of the measurement plane. Within the

6 cm × 6 cm scanning area, a peak-valley deviation of 7.2 μm (∼ λ/140 at 300 GHz) was

measured. For a 32 cm × 32 cm area, the peak-valley error was below 70 μm (∼ λ/14 at

300 GHz). Since the quadratic scanning plane for horn antennas was typically 5-10 cm wide,

no correction skewness of the linear stages was needed when measuring horn antennas.

The setup was used to characterize horns at 175-874 GHz, although different RF con-

figurations were used for each antenna. Prototype horns for STEAMR (see paper E) were

measured using both spherical and planar geometries. Figures 5.20-5.21 summarize the re-

sults. As can be seen, the setup could resolve features down to 40 dB below the peak. The

phase pattern was obtained by compensating for linear drifts in the system. Combining am-

plitude and phase data, the Gaussicity could be calculated – see Table 5.1. A large truncation

of the measured field tends to lead to an over-estimated Gaussicity calculation as the irregu-

larities seen far away from the main peak are simply omitted. Hence, a scan area covering a

portion of the beam down to below −40 dB was used.

Besides having excellent consistency with simulations, the results from figure 5.20 also
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show that the dynamic range of the setup is better than 40 dB and that a highly symmetric

phase pattern can be obtained after corrections for linear drifts. Since the signal source used

for the transmitting side of the setup had a strong frequency-dependence of the output power,

it was only possible to perform the beam measurements at 329 and 338 GHz where the signal

was strong and stable. At frequencies ≥340 GHz, the output power dropped to essentially

zero. This signal source was later replaced for the far field θ-cuts measurement shown in

Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.20: Measured power (left) and phase (right) contour plots of broached STEAMR prototype

spline horn. The H plane is aligned with the vertical x-axis and, consequently, the E plane is aligned

with the horizontal y-axis.

Frequency [GHz] Gaussicity [%] Waist radius [mm] Aperture-waist distance [mm]

329 97.7/98.1 1.86/1.92 12.67/11.7

338 97.8/98.1 1.94/1.91 12.70/11.6

Table 5.1: Gaussian beam parameters (simulated/measured) for the broached STEAMR prototype spline

horn.
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Figure 5.21: Far field, co-polar power cuts in the E, H and 45◦ planes and cross-polar cut in the 45◦

plane of the 340 GHz horn. Top right image from paper E.
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5.3 Noise temperature measurements

A common method to determine the noise temperature of a heterodyne receiver is the so-

called Y-factor technique. By detecting the power from black body sources at well-defined

temperatures, it is possible to estimate the amount of noise produced by the receiver itself.

The most basic configuration includes two sources at temperatures TH and TC (TH > TC) and

the noise temperature is simply calculated using linear extrapolation, c.f. Figure 5.22. More

complex schemes that involve more black body sources can be used in order to account for

non-linearities of the receiver. The Y-factor for the basic two-load case is defined as the ratio

of detected power from the two loads. Using equation 2.23, this becomes

Y(ν) ≡ kB B T2 Grec

kB B T1 Grec
=

kB B (TH + Trec) Grec

kB B (TC + Trec) Grec
=

TH + Trec

TC + Trec
. (5.1)

From this, the SSB- and DSB noise temperatures can be written as:

Trec,DS B(ν) =
TH − Y(ν)TC

Y(ν) − 1

Trec,S S B(ν) =
2(TH − Y(ν)TC)

Y(ν) − 1
,

(5.2)

where the excess factor of 2 in the second expression comes from the fact that a SSB receiver

only accepts power from one sideband.

Figure 5.22: Noise temperature versus load temperature for an ideal linear receiver.

For the Y-factor measurement to be accurate, it is important to take into consideration

losses in the setup itself as these manifest themselves as additional noise. As discussed in

paper C, Ohmic losses, absorption in the transmission medium and scattering losses should be

carefully investigated and corrected for to accurately estimate the receiver noise temperature.

Performing the measurements in vacuum removes uncertainties associated with transmission

losses in air, which have a strong frequency dependency in the THz band, c.f. Figure 2.2.

Standing waves between the source and the receiver can also contribute to a frequency and
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distance-dependent disturbance to the measurements. One simple way to circumvent this

problem is therefore to vary the path length between the source and receiver so that the

standing-wave pattern can be measured [140] and corrected for. This was also done for the

Y-factor setup used to measure the noise temperature of the 874 GHz receivers for ISMAR

by simply stepping the receiver chain using the focusing slide – see Figure 5.23. However,

with low return loss of the loads [141], no standing-wave pattern could be observed.

Figure 5.23: Y-factor setup with frequency-independent optics used to measure noise temperature of

THz receivers. Photo from paper C.
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Conclusion

This thesis summarizes contributions to the optical systems of three Earth observation in-

struments: Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography Spectroscopy (MATS), International

Submillimetre Airborne Radiometer (ISMAR) and Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And

climate Monitor Radiometer (STEAMR).

An off-axis f /7.3 (D = 35 mm) reflective telescope with three free-form mirrors was de-

veloped for the limb viewing instrument of MATS. This is the first realization of a design

methodology where linear astigmatism is eliminated to achieve a relatively large FoV (5.67◦
× 0.91◦). The instrument was designed with six CCD image sensors, which operate over

wavelengths between 270-772 nm. Imaging performance tests resulted in an MTF of 0.45

at 20 lp/mm, which is satisfactory from the perspective of instrument requirements, although

increased resolution was predicted with realigned mirrors based on the modeling of the fab-

ricated mirror surface figure errors.

Stray light analysis was also performed for the limb instrument of MATS. A non-

sequential ray tracing model that includes all critical parts of the instrument was made and

used to calculate the expected stray light suppression of the instrument. The results show a

predicted stray light suppression of 10−10-10−4 for light sources at altitudes just below the

nominal FoV. In connection to the simulations, a simplified model of the front baffle was

produced and simulated in terms of stray light. This was coated with a new type of extremely

black coating based on vertically aligned carbon nanotubes, which will also be used for flight.

A facility for stray light measurements was built, where the baffle was tested. Results showed

excellent agreement simulations. In addition, it was verified that the facility is able to measure

a point source transmittance down to at least 10−6.

An integrated horn antenna and low-loss dielectric lens were developed for the two

874 GHz Schottky mixer receivers for ISMAR. Combined with state-of-the-art Schottky

mixer diode circuits and integrated LNA circuits, the receiver exhibited record-low DSB noise

temperatures of 2770 K and 2260 K with and without the lens, respectively. Far field radia-

tion patterns from horns and lenses were measured at 868.7-880 GHz, which confirmed that

the FWHM of the main lobe was well below the required 5◦. Time-domain measurements

performed with a separate horn and lens connected to a 750-1100 GHz frequency extender
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showed that reflections from the waveguide interface dominate over reflections from the horn

itself and the lens.

The same design methodology was also applied to make spline horns at frequencies 120-

340 GHz. Gaussicity values of 98% were obtained over bandwidths up to 19% using an

optimization algorithm based on mode matching in circular waveguides. Amplitude and

phase patterns from the horns were measured using a setup, which allowed for both spherical

and planar scanning geometries. Depending on frequency, the setup was capable of resolving

features 30-40 dB below the main peak of the beam.

The 340 GHz multi-pixel optical system of STEAMR was designed using a combination

of methods from ray-tracing, Gaussian beam mode analysis and physical optics. A new type

of complex optical system with a total of six off-axis reflectors and a dual-reflector focal plane

array with faceted surfaces for each channel motivated a detailed study on mechanical toler-

ances. Optical modeling based on ray-tracing and physical optics methods were combined

to evaluate mounting tolerances, distortions of the 1.6 m × 0.8 m primary reflector and iden-

tify what parts of the optical systems were the most sensitive. It was determined that overall

tolerances of 100 μm from manufacturing were needed to ensure satisfactory performance,

while the corresponding requirement for stability in orbit was 30 μm. Primary reflector dis-

tortions should be kept below 10 μm. To connect the tolerances to manufacturing techniques,

a demonstrator for three off-axis mirrors and the focal plane was built and measured mechan-

ically. The results showed that mirror mounting accuracies of 50 μm were obtained.

Off-axis telescopes that are corrected for linear astigmatism have excellent imaging per-

formance over a large FoV and can operate over a wide range of wavelengths. Advances in

the fabrication of off-axis free-form mirrors enable larger apertures and smoother surfaces.

This type of optic is therefore highly applicable in several fields besides Earth observation,

e.g. astronomy, monitoring applications and possibly even consumer-market products. With

a large focal plane, several different detector technologies can be accommodated simultane-

ously to achieve multi-band operation with the same telescope.

It has been shown that spline horns can be designed with a performance equivalent to

corrugated horns. The absence of corrugations opens up for new manufacturing methods,

which makes it possible to integrate horns and receivers. This concept is scalable to frequen-

cies beyond 1 THz and provides more compact and light-weight receiver packaging. Spline

horns are also suitable for future array applications, where broaching makes it possible to

efficiently fabricate many identical horns in monolithic receiver blocks or as individual com-

ponents. One interesting topic for future investigations is how losses vary for different spline

horn designs and how this can be traded off against performance parameters such as band-

width, Gaussicity and return loss.
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Summary of appended papers

Paper A

Wide-field off-axis telescope for the Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol To-
mography Spectroscopy satellite

The development of the three-mirror off-axis limb telescope for the MATS satellite is

presented in this paper. This includes design, manufacturing and testing of the telescope.

My contributions include a breakdown/interpretation of scientific goals to define op-

tical/instrument performance requirements, suggesting a general design layout (a common

three-mirror telescope for all six channels with a network of beamsplitters and filters), opti-

mization of free-form mirror shapes and position, running and analyzing optical tolerances,

definition of optical test methods and construction of the optical test facility, performing

optical resolution tests and writing the paper. I also initiated a collaboration with a South

Korean research group, which resulted in the first iteration of the optical design based on

methods developed by the group.

Paper B

Stray Light Suppression of a Compact Off-Axis Telescope for a Satellite-
Borne Instrument for Atmospheric Research

Stray light of the MATS telescope is investigated in detail in this paper. A combination

of measurements and software simulations were performed to predict the instrument’s ability

to suppress stray light from any direction. The results were used as input for an instrument

software model that takes into account the most significant aspects of the six channels of

the optic (image resolution, wavelength and temperature dependencies, detector noise, signal

strength, integration time, read-out smearing, stray light suppression etc.). Simulated atmo-

spheric scenes were then used as input to the model in order to get an accurate prediction of

the instrument performance.
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My contributions include stray light simulations, design of the baffle system, layout

of optical components for minimized stray light throughput, definition of stray light test

methods and construction of the test facility, performing stray light tests, analyzing test

results, coding of the instrument model and writing the paper.

Paper C

Low noise 874 GHz receivers for the international submillimetre air-
borne radiometer (ISMAR)

This paper focuses on the development of the two 874 GHz receivers developed for IS-

MAR, which includes a dielectric lens, spline horn, front-end mixer and IF LNA, LO system

and a total power back-end. Special attention was given to the front-end and in particular to

the performance in terms of intrinsic noise and radiation pattern.

My contributions include design, construction and code writing for the test setup for

radiation pattern measurements, development of the Gaussian beam mode code used in the

lens design, radiation pattern measurements, optical design of the setup used for Y-factor

measurements, compilation and analysis of measured data as well as writing the paper.

Paper D

A 874 GHz mixer block integrated spline horn and lens antenna for the
ISMAR instrument

In this paper, the compact smooth-walled spline horn at 874 GHz for the ISMAR instru-

ment is presented. The design process for the spline horn and dielectric lens are explained in

detail.

My foremost contribution was to write the code used for the design of the dielectric lens

as well as contributing to discussions and writing of the paper.

Paper E

THz Smooth-Walled Spline Horn Antennas: Design, Manufacturing and
Measurements

In this paper, measurement results and manufacturing techniques of three smooth-walled

spline horns at frequencies 183-874 GHz are presented. A design example of a broadband

spline horn at 120 GHz is also given.

For this paper, I contributed with the design and simulations of the 120 GHz spline horn,

construction and coding for the test setup for radiation pattern measurements, data analysis

and writing the paper.
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Paper F

Optical Tolerance Analysis of the Multi-Beam Limb Viewing Instru-
ment STEAMR

This paper deals with a mechanical tolerance analysis for the STEAMR instrument.

Methods of ray-tracing and physical optics were used to investigate the impact of reflector

misalignment, both from a statistical point of view and by means of single element perturba-

tions. Distortions of the 1.6 m × 0.8 m primary reflector surface were also investigated. A

demonstrator representing a full-sized sub-system of the optical chain was manufactured and

measured mechanically. The results from these measurements were input into the software

used for simulation to confirm that the manufacturing methods were accurate enough.

My contributions included setting up optical models in two separate software programs,

running simulations, compiling and analyzing the simulation data and writing the article.
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